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BLACK BEAUTY
Anna Sewell

illustrated by Charles Keeping

A wonderfully fresh interpretation of
the most enduring and best-loved of
all animal stories from one of Britain's

foremost illustrators.
OCTOBER £8.95 0 575 03924 8

LITTLE TREE
e.e.cummings

illustrated by Deborah Kogan Ray

e.e.cummings' classic poem,
beautifully illustrated, shines with the

spirit of Christmas.
OCTOBER £4.95 0 575 041 85 4

Terrific Titles by
Top Authors and Illustrators

WHAT A MORNING!
The Christmas Story in Black

Spirituals
John Lanqstaff

illustrated by Asnley Bryan

•i
1%

FUN
Jan Mark

illustrated by Michael Foreman
and

„ ,,
... Helen Cresswell
illustrated by Margaret

Chamberlain

»

An inspired collection of five Black
spirituals. Striking illustrations present

a gloriously unusual vocal celebration
of the Christmas message for home,

school and church.
SEPTEMBER £6.95 0 575 04159 5

Two wickedly funny picture books
that take a somewhat different look at

parents and small children. Ideal for
sharing and reading aloud.

OCTOBER £4.95 FUN 0 575 03955 8
TROUBLE 0 575 04035 1
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[ Get the new school term off
I to a great start with Puffin
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EDITOR'S PAGE
What better way to start the first BfK of a new
school year (a year that was promising to be
difficult and exhausting even before the
summer holiday started) than with a
celebration? The Hobbit is fifty this month.
Not a particularly advanced age in Bilbo
Baggins' terms; but enough of a literary
landmark to encourage us to try to assess
Tolkien's impact on children's fantasy
generally. No easy task but one which Jessica
Yates, well-known for her enthusiasm for
Tolkien and for this genre, approached with
characteristic vigour. Her survey of fifty years
of publishing in this area makes fascinating
reading; and offers a life-line of titles and
authors to those of us for whom this branch of
fiction is literally a closed book (See pages
4-7). Jessica, drawing on her current research
and her past experience as a school librarian,
talks convincingly of large numbers of readers
- actual and potential, and particularly among
teenagers - for this kind of writing. She is
pleased but not surprised that her
recommendation, David Edding's The
Belgariad, also appears in Keith Barker's new
list Bridging the Gap (see page 28) in the
section of books particularly recommended to
Keith by teenage readers. And she can't
understand why paperback editors are so
resistant to reissuing Hobberdy Dick and Kate
Crackernuts, two fantasies for children by the
late K. M. Briggs. Kathleen Briggs was
best-known as a folklore historian and these
two stories draw on that knowledge.
Hobberdy Dick, first published in 1955 well
ahead of the flood of 'folklore fanatasies'
(Jessica's phrase) of the sixties, features a hob
- the household spirit - of an Oxfordshire
manor house in the Civil War. Its exciting
climax involves the ancient Rollright Stones -
a familiar landmark in many children's stories
since. Kate Crackernuts, for older readers, is
also set in the seventeenth century; it's about
the witch cult in Scotland and although out of
print for five years is well worth seeking out in
libraries.

Picturing Fantasy
Epic (and folklore) fantasy presents a
challenge which many illustrators delight in.
Stephen Lavis whose cover illustration for the
Puffin edition of The Hounds of the Morrigan
appears on our cover was also commissioned
to do new covers for the Chronicles of Narnia
when they moved from Puffin to Fontana.
There was much discussion among enthusiasts
when these appeared, and comparison with
the original Pauline Baynes' illustrations
which had acquired something of the status of
a national institution. Interestingly Pauline
Baynes came to the Narnia books on Tolkien's
recommendation. Her first major work was
for Farmer Giles of Ham; Tolkien liked what
she did with his story and mentioned her to
C. S. Lewis. Miss Baynes is now one of our
most distinguished illustrators, still producing
beautifully designed books - the most recent
All Things Bright and Beautiful for
Lutterworth.
It's tempting to speculate how Tolkien would
have reacted to Michael Hague's work for the
newly illustrated version of The Hobbit. (His
own illustrations were used in the early
editions as you can read in Rayner Unwin's
delightful account of The Hobbit's publishing
history (pages 8-9)). There is a small taste or
Hague for you to consider in a fiery Smaug on
page 8. We do know how Pat O'Shea reacted
to Stephen Lavis' work on the OUP hardback
edition of The Hounds of the Morrigan: she
was thrilled and more than happy that he was
commissioned for the paperback.

Recurring Themes.
International Awards
The Hounds of the Morrigan is evidence of the
enduring appeal of this genre for writers too,
and is particularly welcome for being

accessible and recommendable to junior-age
fans of early Garner. Most recent titles have
been for older readers and many are in that
uneasy area between 'children's' and 'adult'
publishing. Perhaps the outbreak of clearly
signalled teenage series from paperback
publishers will help. Fire and Hemlock, Diana
Wynne Jones' complex and strangely
compelling love story, is one of the first titles
in Methuen's new Teens series. Out this
month Janice Elliott's The King Awakes
creates a future (post nuclear) world of
Outmen, Magickers and War lords into which
comes King Arthur, roused (accidently?) by
the blowing of a horn. But this Arthur is more
human than epic and the Arthurian echoes
resonate intriguingly in the story of Bron and
her son, Red, and their search for a place to
be. The King Awakes (0 7445 0804 5, £6.95) is
from Walker Books, moving up the age-range
after establishing a solid reputation for picture
books and books for the youngest.

The nuclear theme is an increasingly
discernible thread in current publishing. After
James Watson's Where Nobody Sees
(Gollancz) comes Joan Lingard's latest, The
Guilty Party (Hamish Hamilton 0 241 12081 0,
£6.95) in which a group of young people lead a
protest against a nuclear power station. She

^ drew on the experience of her youngest
daughter for this book and says, T like my
young characters to have vitality and initiative
and not to be apathetic. To me, apathy is a
crime.' Her passioruind concern with the
humanity behind the politics makes her
popular with young readers, and not only in
Britain. Across the Barricades was awarded
the German Buxtehuder Bulle Prize for 1987
by a jury of eleven young readers (aged
between 14 and 17) and eleven adults.
Another winner of an international award
chosen by children is Ralph Steadman's That's
My Dad, which won the Critici in Erbi prize at
the Bologna Book Fair this year. It appears in
paperback this autumn from Beaver Books,
along with a big Beaver promotion to draw
attention to a list that now incorporates titles
originally published under the Sparrow and
Hamlyn imprints.

The Hero is back
Beaver and Hippo are hoping that the new
animated feature film, An American Tail will
be so successful as family entertainment that
there will be a rush for the books of the film.
Don Bluth's company (remember The Rats of
NIMH?) did the animation and it comes with
the magic label 'A Steven Spielberg
Presentation'. I haven't seen the film, but the
story of the flight of the Mousekewitz family
(Russian Jewish mice!) from the vicious
Catsacks, their becoming part of the great
1886 Immouseagration and their subsequent
adventures in New York seems more likely to
appeal to Americans who like to be reminded
that they live in the Land of the Free. Beaver
have the whole story for £3.50; Hippo offers a
shorter text in four episodes at £1.75 each.
Not a great deal of Sound and Vision news this
issue - but watch out for a re-run of Tony
Robinson's marvellous Odysseus - the greatest
hero of them all, a tremendous feat of
storytelling which won the Royal Television
Society's award for the best children's
programme of 1986. BBC/Knight now have
the book of the second half from Tony
Robinson and co-author Richard Curtis.
Odysseus: The Journey Through Hell will be
out in mid-October.
We'll be back in November, meanwhile, enjoy
Children's Book Week.
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YEARS
OF

FANTASY
Jessica Yates looks

back on fantasy
literature for children

in the half-century
since the publication

of The Hobbit

Tolkien's particular contribution to
children's fantasy literature was the
idea of the self-contained imaginary
world; but he did not create Middle
Earth with children in mind. That
particular world was part of a
mythology for adults which he had
been creating since World War 1 in
stories which later became The
Silmarillion. The idea of a magic world
with a medieval-style culture and its
own history which would be told and
developed in successive books had its
roots in adult fantasy literature by
authors such as William Morris, J. B.
Cabell and Dunsany. That The Hobbit
slipped into this mythology and claimed
it for children as well as adults was a
happy accident. Did it also define a
new tradition of writing for children
which writers have been developing for
the last fifty years?

Apart from the stories of Oz by the
American Frank Baum, children's
fantasies before The Hobbit were set in
some part of a universal 'Fairyland' or
in an England where children
encountered fairies or other
supernatural beings. The world of
children's fantasy was the world of
fairy-tale, of witches, giants and the
English countryside. The most famous
fantasies of the twenties and thirties
still remembered today inhabit a
landscape of English hills, fields,
woods, streams and villages: Eleanor
Farjeon's Martin Pippin in the
Daisy-field, Masefield's The Midnight
Folk and The Box of Delights, Kipling's
Puck of Pook's Hill, de la Mare's short
stories.

The publication of The Hobbit in 1937
did not change anything. Although well
reviewed among the Christmas books it
did not become a bestseller or start a
new fashion. (The Carnegie Medal for
that year went to The Family from One

End Street.) Other fantasies published
during and just after World War 2 were
more successful: Elizabeth Goudge's
The Little White Horse, Beverley
Nichols' The Tree that Sat Down. The
pastoral tradition continued into the
fifties with the Borrowers series, the
Green Knowe cycle and the masterpiece
Tom's Midnight Garden by Philippa
Pearce. Throughout the fifties, though,
The Hobbit was reprinted almost every
year. The huge success of The Lord of
the Rings (1954-55) sent its readers
(some of whom were soon to become
writers for children) back to The
Hobbit; it was the three-book epic
written for adults which had the more
immediate effect on children's
literature.

Oxford influences?

The first children's books to be
influenced by Tolkien were published
before The Lord of the Rings. But their
author had heard the epic as it was

Tolkien and Lewis both lectured at
Oxford in the fifties. Several future
children's writers were students there
at that time and nearly all were to
specialise in fantasy. Four were
women: Susan Cooper, Penelope
Farmer, Penelope Lively and Diana
Wynne Jones. However, the first of the
'Oxford Group' to achieve fame was a
man, Alan Garner, who went down
without taking his degree, and was very
single-minded about his need to earn a
living by writing. The Weirdstone of
Brisingamen (1960), inevitably, was
compared to Tolkien, and there are
many verbal echoes (probably
unconscious) of the Fellowship of the
Ring; but Garner has since insisted that
he and Tolkien simply drew on the
same sources. However he must have
owed some of his instant success to
Tolkien's fans: parents and children
who loved Lord of the Rings and
wanted something similar, which
Tolkien himself never provided.

Above: Cover illustration to Fire and Hemlock
by Michael Munday (Magnet Teens).
Right: Cover illustration to The Cats of Seroster
by Julek Heller (Piccolo).

composed and read the typescript in
1949, probably between writing The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and
Prince Caspian. C. S. Lewis had many
other sources for his Chronicles of
Narnia: mythology, the Bible, and
E. Nesbit; however Tolkien provided
the medieval culture, North European
landscape and the high seriousness of
conflict between good and evil where
the fate of the world is involved.
Tolkien didn't approve of the first
Narnia books, and probably didn't read
the later ones in which Lewis creates a
more consistent world. He thought
Lewis had copied his ideas, and
disliked the way in which elements
from different mythologies were all
jumbled up - he also disliked what he
saw as the overt Christianity. But as far
as child readers were concerned the
Chronicles of Narnia became instantly
popular and have remained so.

Series and cycles

In the sixties epic fantasy became the
fashion, especially after an
unauthorised paperback edition of The
Lord of the Rings was published in the
USA in 1965, and the well-known
'campus cult' took off, with its Frodo
badges and hippy associations. Now
authors found their fantasies were
marketable: some, like Lloyd
Alexander, acknowledged Tolkien's
influence; some, like Ursula Le Guin
admired him but strove to preserve
their originality; and some, like
Garner, resented the comparison. The
Weirdstone in effect started its own
trend; it was the first modern fantasy to
use ancient myths in a present-day
setting, a sub-genre I shall call Folklore
Fantasy. Traditional folklore and more
recent theories about ley lines, standing
stones, the Mother Goddess and the
Horned God were plundered to find
themes for children's stories. Tolkien
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also drew on the old legends, but he
absorbed them into his mythology
giving the folklore roots within his own
saga. In the fantasies of Alan Garner
and his successors the Old Religion is
still alive; there is a weird power in that
stone circle, that straight track - a
power which may be channelled, might
be awoken and may need to be
placated; here and now in this world. A
glance at this year's publishing shows
that these themes have not lost their
appeal for many children's (and adult
genre) writers. Furthermore, Tolkien's
influence has spread to table-top
wargaming, with Dungeons and
Dragons; and in 1982 the style of
'D & D' was fused with the educational
programmed text to produce the first
'Fighting Fantasy' game-books from
Puffin. Computer games too have been
inspired by fantasy as well as science
fiction, with the game of The Hobbit
itself an immediate best-seller.

Tolkien and Lewis set the pattern of
writing a series, although The Lord of
the Rings was only divided into three
for publishing reasons. Other writers
followed with fantasies which, like
Tolkien's, are set in self-contained,
mapped imaginary worlds, and with
those which explore the conjunction of
the ancient lore and modern Britain.

Some are still in print; others have
fared less well. This too is an area in
which some publishers have not felt (do
not feel) particularly secure. American
writer, Ursula le Guin created
Earthsea, and her three linked stories
about the education and deeds of a
wizard together make one of the
greatest heroic fantasies for all ages.
A Wizard of Earthsea came out first in
this country in Puffin because le Guin's
British hardback publishers did not
think it would sell. It did . . . but fears
that the readership for the genre might
be specialised and small seemed to be
justified as another American sequence,
Lloyd Alexander's five Chronicles of
Prydain (1964-68) began to be
published here, and sold so poorly that
we had to wait over ten years until 1979
for the last two of the series from
Fontana. The Chronicles describe the
progress of young Taran from Assistant
Pig-Keeper to High King of Prydain, a
country modelled on the Wales of the
Mabinogian. They blend Celtic legend
with an epic struggle of good versus
evil, and despite stereotyped
characters, repetition and didacticism
they have their adherents, while even
their flaws could be virtues when
recommending fantasy to the
inexperienced reader.

British authors joining Garner, Lively
and Farmer in trying out the genre
included John Gordon, Jane Curry,
William Mayne, Susan Price, Judy
Allen, William Rayner, Catherine
Storr, Peter Dickinson. The best-known
British fantasy cycle from the sixties
and seventies is Susan Cooper's quintet
The Dark is Rising. Reading them as
they came out I was enthralled and still
find them exhilarating, in spite of some
hard-worked cliches. Several critics
have also pointed out that 'the Dark'
could have been more convincingly
evil. Still, the landscapes are descriptive
triumphs.

Cover
illustration,
byLes
Edwards
(Unwin).

'Too many dark powers'

Apart from these epic cycles, what has
survived from the seventies is mainly of
the folklore tendency, though one
cannot classify the enigmatic Elidor
(Garner) or Castle of Bone (Penelope
Farmer) so narrowly. Two of Penelope
Lively's fantasies are particularly
strong in folklore. The Whispering
Knights provides a new legend for the
Rollright Stones, who help to defeat
Morgan Le Fay's plans for a motorway
across the Oxfordshire countryside.
The Wild Hunt of Hagworthy is one of a
long line of fantasies including Garner's
Moon of Gomrath to feature the
Horned God and the Wild Hunt. The
latest, published this year, is Jean
Morris' The Troy Game.

Theories about the Old Religion,
particularly as found in two classic
interpretative texts, The White Goddess
and The Golden Bough, and in the
historical novel for adults, Mary
Renault's The King Must Die, inspired
two heroic fantasies published for
children but loved by many adults. Joy
Chant's Red Moon and Black Mountain
(1970) starts off as an epic in the style
of Tolkien and Lewis, and ends with
the sacrifice of the young hero to the

Earth Goddess; Rosemary Sutcliffs
The Mark of the Horse Lord (1965) also
ends with the hero's sacrifice, this time
to the Sun God. With its discreet love
story and hints of Conory's homosexual
past, it looks forward to the 'teen
fantasy' of today where friendship and
love are just as important to the
characters as their epic quest. In
Garner's The Owl Service (1967) and
Red Shift (1973) the relationship is
central: the friendship between Gwyn
and Alison, the love between Tom and
Jan, are doomed by the power of the
legend which they re-enact.

In the face of all this John Rowe
Townsend (reviewing Susan Cooper's
Greenwitch in 1974) voiced what some
were probably thinking: 'Really there
are too many Dark Powers being
invoked at present; too many people
dipping into the pool of myth and
legend; too much waving about of the
Golden Bough.' Moving into the
eighties we find some writers choosing
other genre (Garner) or writing adult
novels (Lively, Farmer); but Diana
Wynne Jones (whose Dalemark cycle:
Cart and Cwidder, Drowned Ammet
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Puffin cover by
David Knight 1969

Puffin cover by
Pauline Baynes 1964

Fontana cover by
Stephen Lavis 1980

Fontana cover 1971

OUP cover by Charles
Keeping 1965

and The Spellcoats is her most epic and
Tolkienian) remained faithful to
children's fantasy and to an audience
which now includes her earliest
readers, grown up and still enthralled
by each new, original work. But new
titles by writers using traditional
themes were still arriving. Giftwish and
Catchfire by Graham Dunstan Martin
(who now writes SF for adults) were
firmly in the Hobbit line; in Dahlov
Ipcar's A Dark Horn Blowing old
ballads combine with Norse mythology
in the story of a human mother
kidnapped to nurse the child of the
Fairy Queen. The Last of Danu's
Children - a good long read - involves
three teenagers with black magic and a
pact with the Horned God. The Earth
Witch make a lot of reviewers think of
The Owl Service, but the plot is more
overtly sexual as a young Welsh lad
moves into the witch's cottage as her
lover, with ominous hints that he will
be sacrificed to renew the crops.

American innovation.
Older readers

The US market for fantasy has always
been more buoyant. Apart from the
obvious fact of access to millions more
potential readers, not only through the
children's book world but also among
the networks of SF fans, Americans are
much more indulgent to authors who
openly follow in someone else's
footsteps. Perhaps we British are too
snobbish about new writers who need a
good model to get them going? A
trilogy which isn't well-known over
here but was published for children
(i.e. teenagers) in the States, The
Riddle-Master of Hed and its two
sequels, is probably indebted to
Earthsea for its setting but the stories
go their own way as they tell of a prince
with a talent for wizardry who is fated
to take up a magic harp and sword, and
defeat supernatural powers. This is an
intensely-written, difficult but
rewarding work for experienced
readers.

British authors of epic fantasy are wary
of being compared to Tolkien and seek
to pre-empt such comparisons. Robert
Westall gives us the seamy side of
feudalism and the technical side of
making war in The Cats of Seroster,
which he says is meant to be anti-heroic
and a comment on and criticism of
Tolkien. The magical cats of Provence,

descended from sacred Egyptian cats,
rescue a Duke's son from assassins and
call up their legendary saviour, the
Seroster, who will be reincarnated in
whoever happens to accept an
enchanted dagger. Geraldine Harris
has deliberately tried to distance her
work from Tolkien's, to create a
fantasy world more Oriental and less
Northern, to base her languages and
names on different sound clusters, and
to develop her own set of religions,
contrasting the pagan cultures with the
decadent Empire of Galkis. The Seven
Citadels quartet is still a quest, led by a
reluctant hero, culminating in sacrifice.

The work of Harris and Westall and of
many others including Louise
Lawrence, (some) Jan Mark and
(some) Margaret Mahy, really has to be
classed as Young Adult Fantasy, with
an awareness of politics, sex and
violence which marks them as good
reading for 12+ instead of 'children's
books' for 8+. The audience for these
books is teenager to adult and it's no
surprise to find titles appearing now in
adult imprint paperback lists like
Unwin Unicorn and Futura Orbit.
Time to remember that Tolkien's 'first'
audience was adults not children and to
note how (inevitably?) writers in this
genre (Garner, Mark, Farmer for
instance) go up the age-range.

New from the States, where teenagers
and adult fantasy fans have long
co-existed, is 'feminist fantasy', written
by women about young women
questing for love and/or power, often
magical. Robin McKinley whose
re-told fairy tale Beauty was ahead of
the trend in 1978, says she was inspired
by Tolkien's Eowyn. She has followed
her successful The Blue Sword with The
Hero and the Crown, set several
hundred years before in the same land
of Damar. It also features a heroine
with inborn magical powers, this time
fated to slay dragons and a sorcerer.
Before settling down with her prince
she has a love-affair with a wizard! In
similar vein is Meredith Ann Pierce's
A Gathering of Gargoyles, sequel to
The Darkangel which was not so
popular over here. This is a much
better book in which the heroine,
Aeriel, finding that the former
darkangel, now disenchanted back to a
prince, does not love her, leaves on a
new quest to solve a mysterious
prophecy and discover her true

Gollancz cover by
David Smee 1971

Chatto cover
by Michael
Hes!op1974

identity. Before completing this
planned trilogy Pierce has written The
Woman who loved Reindeer, a romance
between a young woman and an
enchanted reindeer who can become a
man, set in a country resembling
Lapland and strong in its sense of
culture and invented names. Tamora
Pierce's first two books about Alanna,
a girl who masquerades as a boy in
order to train as a knight, have also
been published here. Told in fairly
direct language (including American
slang) they could be popular with
teenagers, and I already know one girl
eager for the third, The Woman who
rides like a Man. This series (although
paperbacked on a children's list) is also
for 12+; as well as secret magic powers
and excellent fighting skills, Alanna is
aware of her sexuality and has
problems about squaring her career as
a warrior maiden with her feelings for
prince Jonathan.

Here and now
But things are happening on this side of
the Atlantic too. The good news is that
Methuen's new 'Teens' paperback list
this autumn includes Diana Wynne
Jones' Young Adult Romance, Fire
and Hemlock. Based on the Tarn Lin
ballad it also includes references to
Tolkien in a heroic dream-
correspondence carried on between the
young man under the witch queen's
spell, and the brave girl who might
rescue him. In the climax the girl,
Polly, is faced with a choice of
renunciation much like Frodo's. Here
again the author has found that the
most positive way to use Tolkien is
obliquely, as a commentary on the
main story. And British and American
authors are represented together in an
anthology of short stories, Imaginary
Lands, again for the over-12s,
particularly Peter Dickinson's cynical
history of a barbarian empire which
goes to appalling lengths to destroy a
rebellious tribe - with a shock ending
which relates it to the modern arms
race. There's an Arthurian story,
another version of Tarn Lin, and a
Damarian love story by Robin
McKinley.

Younger readers have had less new
material. Pat O'Shea's The Hounds of
The Morrigan, although tremendously
long, is easy to read and has short
chapters. Set in Ireland it tells of a
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Heinemann
cover by Sara
Silcock 1971

Collins cover
by Arthur Smith 1973Chatto cover

byC. E. McVean1972

young brother and sister given a quest
by the Irish god, the Dagda, to defeat
the evil war-goddess, The Morrigan.
Along the way the two encounter more
gods and heroes, as well as helpful
talking animals, and there's great
variety of style from humour and epic
archaisms to Irish conversational idiom.

The story of heroic fantasy after
Tolkien must make some mention of
adult literature. After The Lord of the
Rings and T.H. White's The Once and
Future King what next to recommend
to teenagers, given that many adult
fantasies in today's bookshops are what
the fans call 'Tolkien rip-offs' and a
waste of teenagers' precious reading
time?

Puffin cover
David Smee 1974

I'm picking the recently-completed
Belgariad by David Eddings. I was so
gripped by its exciting story-line that I
read right through the quintet in very
few sittings. In a practical,
unpretentious way Eddings combines
some Tolkienian elements with others
from the sword-and-sorcery tradition
which pre-dated Tolkien in America.
The books are also full of ironic
humour as experienced warriors
debunk the heroic tradition. The quest
for a stolen symbol of power which
could defeat the Dark God takes young
Garion from insignificant kitchen boy
to hero celebrating his wedding-night,
which is discreetly off-stage, as are all
the sex scenes (though there are witty
allusions for adult readers to enjoy).

Cape cover by
Pat Morriott 1975

Violence is mainly hand-to-hand, and
there's some compassion for the dead.
Eddings' triumph on the bestseller lists
illustrates the possibility of making
constructive use of Tolkien by blending
one's borrowings with loans from other
genres, and putting in what Tolkien left
out: respecting what he did but going
one's own way, which of course is the
mark of the best writers of fantasy. •
Jessica Yates who was a school librarian in
ILEA for many years is now a freelance
writer on children's books.

She has been a member of the Tolkien
Society for 15 years, and served as its
Secretary and Bulletin Editor.

The Tolkien Society can be contacted at:
35 Amesbury Crescent, Hove, East Sussex
BN35RD(SAE please).

Epic and Folklore Fantasy in print
(ISBNs and prices are omitted to save space,
when books are available from mainstream
publishers)

Modern Classics
The Weirdstone of Brisingamen/The Moon of
Gomrath/Elidor
Alan Garner, Collins and Fontana Lions pbk

A Wizard of Earthsea/The Tombs of
Atuan/The Farthest Shore
Ursula Le Guin, Gollancz and Puffin pbk
(also one-volume trade pbk as Earthsea)

The Book of Three/The Black Cauldron/The
Castle of Llyr/Taran Wanderer/The High
King
Lloyd Alexander, Heinemann and Fontana
Lions pbk (also two-volume trade pbks as
The Chronicles of Prydain)

Over Sea, Under Stone/The Dark is
Rising/Greenwitch/The Grey King/Silver on
the Tree
Susan Cooper, Bodley Head and Puffin pbk
(also one-volume trade pbk as The Dark is
Rising)
A Castle of Bone
Penelope Farmer, Puffin pbk

The Whispering Knights/The Wild Hunt of
Hagworthy
Penelope Lively, Heinemann and Puffin pbk

Modern Classics for Teenages
and Adults
Red Moon and Black Mountain
Joy Chant, Unwin Unicorn, 0 04 823220 3,
£2.50 pbk

The Mark of the Horse Lord
Rosemary Sutcliff, OUP and Pufffin pbk

The Owl Service/Red Shift
Alan Garner, Collins and Fontana Lions pbk

Recent Fantasy
A Dark Horn Blowing
Dahlov Ipcar, Fontana Lions, 0 00 671896 5,
£1.00 pbk
The Last of Danu's Children
Alison Rush, Tor Fantasy, £2.35 pbk from
Forbidden Planet

The Earth Witch
Louise Lawrence, Collins, 0 00 184205 6,
£5.50; Ace Fantasy, £2.35 pbk from
Forbidden Planet

The Riddle-Master of Hed/Heir of Sea and
Fire/Harpist in the Wind
Patricia McKillip, Orbit Futura,
0 7088 8051 7; 8050 9; 8052 5, £2.50; £2.25;
£2.50 pbk

TheCatsofSeroster
Robert Westall, Macmillan, 0 333 37549 1, v
£6.95; Piccolo, 0 330 29239 0, £1.95 pbk

Prince of the Godborn/Children of the
Wind/The Dead Kingdom/The Seventh Gate
Geraldine Harris, Unwin Unicorn,
0 04 823236 X; 823253 X; 823250 5; 823262 9,
all £2.50 except for The Seventh Gate, £2.95
pbk
The Blue Sword/The Hero and the Crown
Robin McKinley, Julia MacRae,
0 86203 123 0, £7.25; 0 86203 207 5, £7.50;
Orbit Futura, 0 7088 8155 6; 0 7088 8164 5,
both £2.50 pbk

The Darkangel
Meredith Ann Pierce, Collins, 0 00 184149 1,
£5.95; Fontana Lions, 0 00 672444 2, £1.50
pbk

A Gathering of Gargoyles
M. A. Pierce, Tor Fantasy, £2.65 pbk from
Forbidden Planet

The Woman who loved Reindeer
M. A. Pierce, Hodder, 0 340 40946 0, £7,95

Alam.a, the First Adventure
Tamora Pierce, OUP, 0 19 271502 X, £5.95;
Beaver, 0 09 943560 8, £1.75 pbk

In the Hand of the Goddess
Tamora Pierce, OUP, 0 19 271551 8, £7.95;
Beaver, early 1988, pbk

The Hounds of The Morrigan
Pat O'Shea, OUP, 0 19 271506 2, £9.95;
Puffin, 0 14 032207 8, £2.95 pbk

Fire and Hemlock
Diana Wynne Jones, Methuen,
0 416 50960 6, £8.95; Magnet, 0 416 04022 5,
£1.95 pbk (forthcoming)

Imaginary Lands
Robin McKinley (ed.), Julia MacRae,
0 86203 280 6, £8.95; Futura, 0 7088 8223 4,
£3.95 pbk

The Belgariad: - Pawn of Prophecy/Queen of
Sorcery/Magician's Gambit/Castle of
Wizardry/Enchanter's End Game
David Eddings, Corgi, 0 552 12284 X;
12348 X; 12382 X; 12435 4; 12447 8, £1.95;
£2.50; £2.50; £2.50; £2.95 pbk

Suppliers
SF and fantasy titles, including children's
books, not yet published in the UK are
imported from the USA and available from
a range of specialist shops, many of which
offer mail order.

Forbidden Planet
The Science Fiction and Comics Bookshop
23 Denmark Street, London WC2H SNA.
Tel: 01-836 4179.
Mail order: P.O. Box 378, London E3 4RD.
Tel: 01-980 9711.

Andromeda Bookshop
84 Suffolk Street, Birmingham, Bl 17A.
Tel: 021-643 1999.
Mail order available.

A helpful starter list, of UK publications,
labelled Science Fantasy can be found in
Books at the Frontier, recommendations for
teenage reading from Books for Students.
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TheHobbit th Anniversary

Rayner Unwin first read the manuscript of The Hobbit in 1936 when he
was asked to write a report on it for his father, Sir Stanley, of Allen &
Unwin.

21st September this year marks the 50th anniversary of its publication
and here Rayner Unwin recalls the progress into print of Tolkien's now
classic children's story.

The word 'Hobbit', or rather the sentence
'In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit',
originated as a scribble on a blank leaf of an
examination paper that Professor J R R
Tolkien was correcting. Now that the word
is so well established as to have earned a
place in the Oxford English Dictionary (with
a definition approved by its inventor in his
lifetime), it seems churlish to reflect on
those other books that were published as a
result of my father's logical and economical
use of 'house' readers.

I wrote a lot of reports for him during the
thirties and the standard fee was one
shilling. He believed that children were the
best judges of children's books, and I
needed pocket money. It was a practical
arrangement. I remember being particularly
enthusiastic about The Adventures of Dan
the Dog Detective, which, though published,
seems to have lost stayting power. Certainly
no one seems to be commemorating Dan 50
years after publication. But few are likely to
remain unaware of The Hobbit's half-century
this year.

Shilling's worth

The Reader's Report

his

adand His
^ uaded him to go.

time fightingexiting

returned home

This book,
not need a:

Aged 10

I wince a bit at the shilling's worth of
opinion that started it all off; the spelling
was original, the literary perception minimal
and the superiority of a 10 year old in
defining the likely readership was egregious.
All the same it did the trick. I've never made
a better judgement since.

Professor Tolkien wrote the story, as his son
Christopher tells in the foreword he has
written for the forthcoming anniversary
edition, to entertain his own children during
their 'winter reads'. It was a distraction from
academic work, and from the huge
imaginative undertaking that we now know
as The Silmarillion, which for 20 years

before and 35 years to come was the
undersong that dominated his whole
creative life.

Smaug by Michael Hague from
The Illustrated Hobbit.

V
^ --*
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Outside his immediate family few knew
about The Hobbit. But an Oxford colleague,
Elaine Griffiths, had read it and mentioned
it to one of her pupils, Susan Dagnall, whose
first job was with Allen & Unwin, and she
suggested that we should ask to see the
manuscript.

What happened next should have been a
straightforward story, but nothing in the
history of publishing Tolkien is entirely
straightforward. Contracts were exchanged;
no advance or anything fancy, though my
father volunteered £25 just before
publication when the subscription looked
promising. I have a theory that literary merit
can usually be measured in inverse
proportion to the size of publisher's advance.

The first complication came in January 1937
when the entire Tolkien household and most
of Allen & Unwin succumbed to 'flu.
Despite this a succession of long and bizarre
letters was exchanged every few days on the
subject of moon-runes. These form part of
Thror's map, which Tolkien had drawn, and
their peculiarity lies in the fact that they
should only be seen on the paper when the
moon shines behind them. This posed a
problem for the production department.

7.1.37 A&U to Tolkien: 'We are trying a
rather more cunning method of letting the
runes be both there and not there.'

17.1.37 Tolkien to A&U: T look forward to
finding out your method of reproducing the
magic runes.'

23.1.37 A&U to Tolkien: 'The "magic" was
left out through a misunderstanding on the
part of the blockmaker and fresh blocks will
be made.'

At this point Tolkien decided to draw fresh
runes in mirror-image for printing on the
back of the map, but . . .

1.2.37 A&U to Tolkien: The responsible
member (of the production department) and
the blockmaker's representative who had
worked out the scheme went down with 'flu
simultaneously, and the instructions
regarding making the runes "magical" was
misunderstood by the Works.'

Despite promises to try again the heart had
now gone out of the enterprise. Germs and
confusion frustrated a major technological
breakthrough. Not for the last time the
author retreated, baffled.

5.2.37 Tolkien to A&U: 'Let the production
department do as it will.'

A similar bafflement surrounded the making
of the now-familiar jacket. In April a first
draft design in four colours on the back of
'two pieces of philological waste paper' was
submitted. For reasons of economy one of
the colours - red - had to be dropped.
Tolkien redrew, omitting the pink flush on
the central mountain that had been thought
to make it 'look just a trifle like a cake', but
still retaining a red dragon and sun because
'redis very desirable'. Characteristically,
when he saw the printed version that has, as
we know, triumphantly withstood the test of
50 years, Tolkien wrote, T am sorry that
disaster and procrastination have spoiled the
project.' It is pleasant to record that red will
reappear (except on the mountain) on the
jacket of this year's anniversary edition.

A month later consultation again foundered
on the design of the binding case. 'The wavy
mountains could have appeared at bottom
or top, according to the dragon selected,'
Tolkien observed. And so it went on. More
than 60 letters, some of considerable length
and complexity, were exchanged during the
year. The date of publication began to be
threatened. Tolkien's friends were reported
as 'beginning to add The Hobbit to my long
list of never-never procrastinations'.

J. R. R. Tolkien

At last, on 21st September, it was published
and, on the whole, favourably received.
Nearly 20 newspapers reviewed it during the
autumn. On the strength of The Times
review my father was able to persuade
Bumpus to buy 50 copies. Even in Oxford,
the author reported, 'interest is mildly
aroused. I am constantly asked how my
hobbit is. The attitude is not unmixed with
surprise and a little pity.'

Meanwhile, Houghton Mifflin had agreed to
publish The Hobbit in the US and wanted to
include some coloured pictures 'by good
American artists'. Tolkien did not object 'as
long as it was possible to veto anything from
or influenced by the Disney studios (for all
of whose works I have a heartfelt loathing)';
but he had painted four or five pictures of
his own which had been seen, and
reluctantly discarded on grounds of cost,
during the lengthy preparation of the A&U
edition. Houghton Mifflin was easily
persuaded to take them instead, and pay the
artist $100.

Before they could be used, however, the
originals were summoned back to England.
A reprint was needed before Christmas, and
it was decided to include four of the author's
colour plates and hold the price at 7s 6d.
This variation between the first two English
printings has had the unusual effect of
making the second impression as valuable as
the first in the antiquarian trade.

It was an exciting autumn. C S Lewis
plugged his friend's book (anonymously) in
the Times Literary Supplement; Richard
Hughes, Howard Spring and others praised
it. My father, in a rare burst of enthusiasm,
told Tolkien that he was 'one of those rare
people with genius'. Tolkien, more down to
earth, expressed the hope that 'Mr Baggins
will eventually come to my rescue - in a
moderate way'.

Houghton Mifflin sold over 5,000 copies in
their first year, but at home sales must have
slowed down. There were still unbound
sheets of the A&U second impression in
Key & Whiting's warehouse when, in 1940,
it was bombed, and they were destroyed
along with over a million of my father's
woefully undervalued books. Paper

rationing made reprints difficult during the
war, but with help from Foyle's children's
book club a third printing of 5,000 copies
was undertaken in 1942 and quickly sold
out. There were none in stock by 1944 when
Tolkien wanted a copy himself.

Another story

The post-war history of The Hobbit and its
multi-million sales is another story, and
closely linked to the history of The Lord of
the Rings. Indeed, the second edition, with
considerable changes especially to the
'Riddles in the Dark' chapter, became
necessary in order that the story of the One
Ring should be consistent between the two
books.

And it is worth noting in conclusion that
without The Hobbit there would have been
no Lord of the Rings. My father and I were
determined on a sequel to The Hobbit, and
Tolkien, who really wanted to get back to
The Silmarillion, was initially reluctant. But
he accepted the challenge, and three months
after The Hobbit was published he wrote to
my father, 'I have written the first chapter of
a new story about Hobbits - a long expected
party.' Against this, in pencil, my father
scribbled, 'Three cheers'. •

Unwin Hyman published anniversary
editions of The Hobbit in both hardback
(0 04 823386 2, £7.95) and paperback
(0 04 823188 6, £2.50)

Available this month is a new paperback
edition of The Illustrated Hobbit with
illustrations by Michael Hague
(004 823380 3, £8.95).

Humphrey Carpenter's biography of
J R R Toilkien has also just been reissued in
paperback (0 04 928039 2, £4.95).

Rayner Unwin is chairman of Unwin Hyman.

This article first appeared in the Bookseller
in January. It is reprinted by permission of
the author and the Bookseller.
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GROWING A STORY
Pat O'Shea recalls the process of writing

The Hounds of The Morrigan,
her first fantasy novel for children.

It began with a dream. I dreamt that
my six-year-old son killed a terrible
giant. The giant had been terrorising a
whole countryside - a place of trees,
rocks, fields and lakes - and the truly
terrible thing about him was that he
could not be killed. Many giant-killers
had tried and apparently succeeded,
but each time, after the giant had fallen
to the ground, the hundreds of pieces
of his broken shadow would move and
come together and, when his shadow
was whole, the giant was once more
horribly alive - and laughing. Next
morning I realized that I had dreamt a
fairy tale, that the countryside in the
dream was Tir-na-nOg - the Land of
Youth in Irish mythology - and thought
that one day I would write it.

From childhood I had always known
somehow I was a writer. But at the time of
the dream the form of writing that interested
me most was for the theatre and ten years
passed before I thought seriously again of
my dream fairy story. I was by then
disillusioned with the theatre (in spite of
having some success), a rejected comic novel
for adults had died on me and I couldn't face
re-writing it. That's it! I felt - who needs
recognition?

So in 1970 I began the book in a state of
complete freedom, not worrying about what
I could or could not do, conventions in
literature or drama, budgets that could limit
numbers of characters; there were no more
constraints. Off came the mental corsets.
I was totally happy. I settled down to the
first chapter and made a rough blueprint to
pin on the wall. In the intervening years I
had made thousands of notes and now I was
to try to make sense of them.

As I worked it very soon dawned on me that
I was laying down in the first few chapters
the foundations of a long and complicated
story. I decided to give it all the time it
needed and worked on the happy assumption
that the end would justify the means. The
story became my constant companion for
the next 13 years. (The original dream was
now only one episode -1 dreamt a second
episode much later when I needed to.)

I have no real idea of exactly how long it
took me. Once I left it for 18 months, once
for 13 months and on many occasions I
would break off for a few months at a time.
I always came back to it refreshed and with
better ideas. The story kept growing. I knew
it in my head and could run it like a film.

I could select a section or episode from near
the end or in the middle, write these pieces
and then have definite points towards which
to work, to be revised in the light of any new
ideas that had occurred to me in the writing
of the main body of the narrative. The
blueprint kept control of the form.
Sometimes I experienced writers' block. I
learned to treat this as part of the creative
process and I stopped worrying about it.
Sometimes I just didn't feel in the mood in
the way I might not feel in the mood for
cooking or any other job. To help overcome
that feeling I would re-type my last few
pages of work and re-introduce the rhythm
of writing into my system. In no time at all

A signboard that
puzzles Pidge in The

Hounds of The Morrigan.

I'd be enjoying it again. I'd learned a hard
lesson from the comic novel that I'd written
in one go, so I revised and re-wrote
constantly. Every word in the book has been
written at least four times and some pieces
eight or ten. That's the craft side of it and
maybe it's no accident that craft rhymes with
graft!

The children's writer that I love most is John
Masefield. When I got stuck I used to pray
to him and to others: to Flann O'Brien,
James Stephens and Sam Johnson and I
made up my own calendar of saints including
Harpo Marx.

I found someone else to admire when I was a
couple of years into my story. I was amazed
and delighted by a film on television, The

Master and Margarita, and discovered that
it was from a novel by Mikhail Bulgakov. I
borrowed a copy from the library and the
book was even better than the film. Apart
from the tremendous pleasure I found in
reading the book, Bulgakov was saying to
me - keep going as you are, there are no
limitations in fiction. Later, when my editor
at O.U.P. expressed misgivings about
mixing comedy with fantasy, I could say:
'Have you read The Master and Margarita?'
and when he said: 'Yes' - all I had to say
was: 'Well, then!' I'll always be thankful to
that book for keeping my traffic signal on
green.

Another enrichment was the gradual
awareness that I could trust in my
subconscious. If I had an 'insoluble'
technical problem I'd leave it to be sorted
out by some process not apparently
connected with deliberate thought. The
answer always presented itself, sometimes as
I was drifting into sleep and I would be
immediately alert, out of bed and writing.
When the time came for me to underline
once again the threat to the planet that The
Morrigan represented I had the second
dream - within days. I dreamt of a ploughed
field where two huge figures of earth and
mud rose from the earth and became
symbols of the world's fertility. It just added
to my conviction that the mind never stops
working even when we're snoring! Imagine
how pleased I was to discover after about six
years' involvement with my story that Mark
Twain felt much the same way. I found that
it had taken Mark Twain 11 years to write
Huckleberry Finn, that he had a theory of
unconscious composition and believed that a
book must write itself. He had pigeon-holed
his story for as long as four years before
going back to it. After the four years he took
it out and carried it forward only a little
because his heart just wasn't in it. No prizes
for guessing who was the subject of
immediate canonization.

To those of you who want to write but feel
inhibited or tired or whatever, I would say
simply go about it in your own way; make up
your own rules. Remember how creative the
whole human race is; just know that you
have the right and the built-in genetic ability.

So - find your first thing. With me it was the
dream, followed by an environment that I
knew and loved, the stories I was told as a
child, my fascination with the bottomless
well of Celtic mythology. With writing, you
are in competition with no one, we are each
as individual and as alike as snow crystals.
The alikeness is our common humanity and
the tool of language; the individuality is in
our use of that language and our separate
imaginations.

When you do something like walking up to
the counter in your local grocery and asking
for: 'Half a dozen hard-boiled eggs, please,'
because you are writing a bit with hard-
boiled eggs in it, you'll know that your story
is really living with you - you haven't gone
nuts! And be prepared for the end . . . For
me it all ended in tears. When the day finally
came to wrap my story up and post it, I
could hardly bear to say goodbye. •

The Hounds of The Morrigan is published in
hardback by Oxford University Press
(0 19 271506 2, £9.95) and in paperback by
Puffin (0 14 03.2207 8, £2.95).
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GET READY FOR

October sees the launch of Teens - the great new paperback list for
teenagers, from the Methuen Children's Books team that's brought
you terrific Magnet Books. Teens will be bringing you the best novels by
top-ranking authors, gripping science fiction, classy romance, fascinating
non-fiction... and the creepiest fantasy and horror titles of all, starting
with...

DIANA WYNNE JONES
Fire and Hemlock
A fascinating tale of intrigue and sorcery

MARGARET MAHY
The Changeover
'Original and unforgettable' Guardian

JUDITH ST GEORGE
Haunted
A tense and compelling story of the supernatural

Teens 1 1 New Fetter Lane, London EC4
each £1.95

LIZZIE OLIVER
by Catherine Robinson
12 year old Lizzie is just getting used to her
mother's death when her father remarries,
and turns her world upside down.
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 11996 3
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 11995 5

FOCUS FOCUS
by Beatrice Gormley

Andrea's new glasses have a magical effect
on her brother and her headmaster: but the

magic is stronger than anyone intended!
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 13187 4
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 13186 6

THE LARK AND THE LAUREL
by Barbara Willard
The first of the famous Mantlemass novels,
spanning two centuries of turbulent history
from Richard III to the Civil War.
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 13169 6
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 13168 8

Macdov\a\d
CHILDREN'S BOOKS FIRST
THE FACTS NOW THE

FICTION
DRINA DANCES IN ITALY

by Jean Estori
Visiting her father's family in Italy, Drina
is overjoyed at the chance to dance with

the touring Ballet Company!
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 11988 2
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 11987 4

THE SPRIG OF BROOM
by Barbara Willard

Medley Plashet cannot marry the beautiful
Catherine Mallory of Mantlemass until he

discovers the truth about his ancestry.
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 13171 8
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 13170 X

DRINA DANCES IN EXILE
by Jean Estoril
Drina is dismayed to have to leave the
Dominick Ballet School - but she finds
that country life has unexpected
rewards.
pb £2.50, ISBN 356 11986 6
hb £6.95, ISBN 356 11985 8
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A JOYFUL EXPANSION
Shirley Hughes was in optimistic mood when she opened this year's
CBY exhibition at the Festival Hall.
'If there was ever any room for self-
indulgence or fey pretensions in children's
books it certainly isn't the case now. These
are bracing and excitingly expansive times.

None of us has ever really wanted to be in an
enclosed Noddy-land, a cosy cul-de-sac of
publishing, however prettily decorated. But
now at last we're entering the mainstream.
Our editors, of course, have always taken
children's books very seriously; have known
that to try to essay the necessary care and
accessibility of style, to deploy a hard-won
and sophisticated skill with deceptive
simplicity, is no mean aspiration. But now
the bosses - those chaps in the beautiful suits
up in the penthouse offices (whichever side
of the Atlantic they may be on!) are taking
children's books seriously too. Partly, it may
be, because they have studied our steady
sales figures but also because they know that
if we don't prosper the future adult reading
public won't exist. And so far more
resources arc being made available for this
joyful expansion.

But it's worth remembering that not all our
most distinguished writers and illustrators
sprang into being fully armed with award-
winning star quality. Many made a cautious,
even humdrum start, and their development
depended on having a good editor. I'm
pretty sure that anyone with real talent in
this field has as good a chance of eventually
getting published today than ever before.
And we are seeing in recent years, top-class
colour printing, offered at very low prices,
story books for younger children with a lot
of colour (more than the 32-page limit which
I thought was with us for ever) and the
proud survival of fully-illustrated classics.

Some things in this business remain
perennially the same. In spite of big
takeovers and foreign rights sold all over the
world, the best work we do will always be as
a cottage industry - not in the unprofessional
sense, far from it, but depending on close
working relationships between writers,
illustrators, editors and designers. It means
meticulous attention to detail, lots of hard
thinking about the typesetting, the space
between the lines to encouraging reading for
sense, to the ventilation and accessibility of
a page, trying to make it irresistibly
attractive to anyone who picks up the book.
It's exciting to think of publishers setting up
a climate in which originators and in-house
skills can be brought together at a very early
stage to consider the book as a whole. Of
course, the most precious raw material is the
language - the words, the story - this goes
without saying. But good children's book
publishers know that design isn't something
you 'spray on' at a late stage to make people
buy things. It's an integral part of the whole.
And, as with every other industry, the public
today expect a very high standard. These
concerns make children's books a spearhead
of innovation to the book trade as a whole,
and keeps our books (I might just as well
come out with it) amongst the very best in
the world.

Something else remains very much the
same, and that's the children themselves. In
spite of the tidal waves of commercialisation
that wash over them, their absorptions and
anxieties, their games, what makes them
laugh remains surprisingly unchanged. But
more than ever they need a cultural
bedrock, strong, sustaining, unifying,
entertaining in a lasting sense. As writers,
we stand or fall, as ever, by the people at the

Shirley Hughes receiving a bouquet at the
CBY exhibition.

grass roots: the librarians who bring children
in for storytelling, teachers who have an
enthusiasm for real reading, not just getting
the words off the page, booksellers who are
prepared to chance their arm in a difficult
world and put children's books forward,
often with limited space. And now, I'm glad
to say, the big guns, the chain bookshops are
prepared to do the same, not only to sell
books but provide a real service for people
who want their children to be readers.'

Shirley Hughes ended by reading a letter
from 'a very young reader', Abide Hussein,
from the Keir Hardie Infant School in East
London. It is the sort of letter many writers
and artists receive but serves to remind all of
us involved with children's books what it is
really about.

'Dear Shirley Hughes,
I like the story of Dogger it has nice pictures
and we was sad.
I have got the story of Dogger.
We had a nice story.
My teacher liked the story too.
I said to my teacher read the story of Dogger
and she said yes.
I am taking the stories home, so I can show
my Mum the story.
The story was very good
I saw the story of Dogger
You make the stories of Dogger good.'

After a lively summer in London including
lots of associated children's activities the
exhibition is on show in Glasgow at Book
Trust Scotland's office and available for hire
at £40.50 (£30.50 Friends of Book Trust and
educational establishments) per fortnight
plus VAT.

As usual the exhibition is based on
Children's Books of the Year 1987 by Julia
Eccleshare, Book Trust, 0 85353 415 2,
£5.25 (£3.50 to Friends of Book Trust and
educational establishments). This year she
has selected and annotated 314 books across
the age range 0-teens. Usefully sectioned,
clearly laid out and with a delightful cover
design by Satoshi Kitamura, this is a useful
reference.

Book Trust has available a poster (95p plus
55p p&p) and bookmarks (lOp each,
minimum order by post 10 inc. p&p) taken
from the cover illustration.

Orders and enquiries to Publications and
Exhibitions Officer, Book Trust, Book
House, 45 East Hill, London SW18 2QZ;
tel: 01-870 9055. •
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CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK
- Ready to Roll
On 3rd October two strikingly distinctive double decker buses
will each start a journey which will take them all over the
country. With a precious payload of authors, illustrators,
costume characters, quizzes and competitions, the two bus
tours will take in all the winning events in Children's Book
Week's 'Book Cover UK' competition. The CBW Roadshow
will cover over 3,000 miles and involve about 50 authors and
illustrators. But, as Bob Cattell, CBW Administrator,
explains, that's only the tip of the iceberg of author involve-
ment in the Week.

What is it that has Bernard Ashley and Chris Fowling
flying off to Northern Ireland? Why are Pat Hutchins and
Andrew Taylor rushing from Millom in Cumbria to Blyth in
Northumberland? What's so special about Mold, Birmingham
and Blackburn for David Wood?

It's certainly not the fee that has got so many authors and
illustrators on the move during Children's Book Week. There
simply isn't one. We asked them all to waive their fees for the
Grand Tour and everyone of them agreed. So why? In most
cases simply because they were invited. It always amazes me
you only have to ask these people and all things being equal
they'll say 'Yes'.

We certainly put exceptional demands on children's authors
and illustrators. I've talked to many of them about how they
handle continuous requests to visit schools and libraries and
manage to write and illustrate and in many cases (no most)
hold down a full-time job, too. Finding it hard to say no is
definitely one of the occupational hazards of being a success-
ful writer for children. I'm not saying for one minute, of
course, that they find school visits and book events a chore.
It's obviously a two-way thing: meeting their audiences, get-
ting reactions, gauging feedback on new ideas and characters.
But it is time-consuming. Rarely does a school visit take up
less than a full day of their time and for that the 'official' fee is
a mere £50.

Their readiness to take part in these events, I think, places a
big responsibility on the organisers to get it right. Mostly
authors aren't performers, they're writers. There are excep-
tions as anyone who has seen John Agard in front of an audi-
ence of 250 children will have to agree. But normally you
can't just plonk an author on the school stage and leave them
to get on with it.

The rule we've tried to follow with the tours is to give authors
the opportunity to do what they enjoy doing with groups of
children. So, we've written to them and simply asked them
and then arranged the events on the spot to suit them.

At each of the 14 events the visiting authors will be time-
tabled for a session with a group of children, as big or as small
a group, as formal or informal as they wish. There'll then be a
meet-the-author session in a nearby bookshop or at the
event's bookstall and finally they will meet children on the
bus and have an opportunity to talk to local journalists,
teachers, librarians and booksellers.

The promise is for 14 busy and exciting afternoons. In a few
weeks we'll know whether it has worked or not.

I will make one safe prediction about this year's Book Week,
though. You'll be wasting your time if you try and ring a
children's writer any time between 3rd and 10th October.
They'll all be out. If they are not on the roadshow, then they
will have been picked off by one of the thousands of events
around the country.

I can't even begin to list the authors who are taking part in
just the regional book weeks that we are visiting on the tour.
Clwyd Libraries have notched a total of 23 authors and illus-
trators including Michelle Magorian, Christopher Awdry,
Martin Waddell and Vivien Alcock. In Greenwich visiting
authors who will be entertaining children in the hold of the
Cutty Sark include Grace Hallworth, Mary Dickinson and
Nigel Hinton; some of the events will be filmed for TV AM's
Wide Awake Club. The Books amazing Dinosaurs and
Dragons event in Avon spans three weeks and five different
locations in the county. Dick King-Smith, Diana Wynne
Jones, Althea and Tony Robinson are just a few" of the
authors who are taking part and 25,000 children are already
booked in to visit.

It's an impossible task to give more than a flavour of the
excitement which is building up for October. We launch on
1st October with a special train adventure on London Under-
ground's Circle Line. 150 children will be joined by writers,
illustrators and other enthusiastic book people to get the
'week' off to a rousing start.

To all the authors and illustrators who are taking part (on and
off the roadshow buses) in what will surely be the biggest and
noisiest Children's Book Week, I'd like to say a quiet and
sincere 'Thank you'. To everyone else I'd say: Good Luck if
you are involved; and if you are not, find an event (you can't
possibly be far away from one of the thousands that are
planned), join in and enjoy it. •
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Authorgraph No* 46

'Estelle leaned over, looked and goggled. "Do you know what I think?" she
whispered. "When you grow up to be an author and write books, you'll think you're
making the books up, but they'll all really be true somewhere." She sighed. "My
poem's going to be about a great enchanter."'

(Witch Week)

Diana Wynne Jones had just finished the sequence in her forthcoming novel, A Tale of
Time City, where the place is cracking up and collapsing. She left her tiny study, high
up at the back of the house in the quiet, leafy Bristol terrace where she lives, repaired
to the lounge for a well-earned breather, and the entire study ceiling caved in!! As she
justly claims - 'The world is like my fantasies. I used to spend a lot of time as a child
wishing things were otherwise and it seems to me that in books you can have them
otherwise. Now I find, in a creepy way, each time I write a book it comes true, or part
of it, in a way which is quite scaryfying.'

As children Diana and her two sisters were
deprived of a good, steady supply of books
by a father 'who would beat Scrooge in a
meanness contest'. So, to make 'things
Otherwise', Diana began to create stories to
read to her sisters. One particular epic ran to
15 exercise books, which could explain the
length of the majority of her books now. It
also taught her, at an early age, how to finish
a book. 'An important thing about learning
to be a writer is that you can actually bring^a
narrative to an end.'

Sisterly storytelling sessions were not,-
however, all sweetness and light; the three
girls were fiercely, intellectually competitive.
A friend quelled a hair-pulling cat fight one
day, announcing that, as usual, the trio were
arguing not about things but about ideas.
Diana was enraged that a sister had stolen
one of her notions! Even so, she wasn't
always as confident: 'at the age of ten I
thought there was something wrong with my
imagination because I couldn't conceive of

No-one who has read her 20-plus books,
beginning with Wilkins' Tooth, would fault
her imagination now. She is constantly
surprising us with new and witty works that
transport us into utterly fantastic and
original realms. Her fan mail is as much
from adults as from children; she has
become a celebrity with the fantasy game
clubs, nominated for the international
World Fantasy Award; and she receives an
increasing number of requests to speak at

-*.

such gatherings as The Tolkien Society. Her
books are published in West Germany, the
Scandinavian countries and America, where
a multiple coven of some 150 witches and
warlocks paid her the dubious compliment
of inviting her to be guest of honour at one
of their conventions. She went and was
horrified! Who Got Rid of Angus Flint? has
become required reading for the Japanese
equivalent of English O-level , printed in
English with Japanese footnotes.

In recent books, particularly A Tale of Time
City, the imaginative fantasy is blurring into
equally imaginative Sci-Fi. The spur for this
move came from reading recommendations
by one of her sons. Diana rates the
boundaries between the two genres as
purely notional. 'I like having the two
mixed. We can be too rigid in our pigeon-
holing.' Whatever the mixture it is utterly
necessary for her to believe in the worlds she
is creating. 'Sometimes I think I'm probably

things.
Week, The

ks like Witch
med Life, that
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world is as real to me as the world I'm living
in. I wouldn't be at all surprised if I went
through a door to find myself in these
places.'

Before she begins a story Diana needs to
find her point of view and then works herself
'like a puppet' to realise that point of view
through a character. Often it is an odd
viewpoint as in Dogsbody where the story is
presented through the eyes, cars and nose of
a dog; in the story collection, Warlock at the
Wheel, No One, a robot, has his say and in
Howl's Moving Castle it's a young girl
magicked into a 90-year-old crone.

Stories do not always come right first time
and there are periods of despair when she
wonders whether she'll ever write again.
Her complex plots can cause mammoth
problems but Diana does not keep notes and
eschews most research 'because then I get
stuck in a certain way and there's no
freedom for unexpected things to happen
and I love unexpected things to happen.'
When she began Archer's Goon, which won
the Boston Globe Horn Book Award, she
had no idea which of the megalomaniac
wizards were male and which female. She
does usually have a beginning and end in
mind and some bits in the middle. The
locales are not generally specific, 'because it
used to worry me as a child that I didn't
know, and I felt ignorant and stupid if I
didn't know, say, the Lake District in the
Ransome books all that well.' The

v. .

characters, however, are often based on real
people although many seem to appear from
nowhere, like the enchanter Chrestomanci
who features often and is one of Diana's
personal favourites. Keeping track of them1

all is a trial, especially when the stories are
at their typically frantic, chaotic best. But
then Diana loves 'the bits where it goes
more and more chaotic and in a perfectly
logical way enormously mad things happen
and it gets madder and madder and then ties
up at the end.'

In the centre of all this wild humour and
chaos there is often a character wrestling
with a problem. "It's a terrible thing to be a
child, particularly if you're one down for
personal reasons. I set out to provide
comfort for those . . . One of the things I can
do is put a problem in a way that they can
walk all around it without pain and with a
certain amount of joy, making it funny on
purpose. Children use jokes in order to
make things bearable.' Diana speaks from
personal experience. She dismisses stories
about gay parents or how to cope with rape
as 'merely a higher form of journalism'. She
is inserting magic deliberately to speak to
more than just the limited audience who
share a specific 'problem'. Her notional
reader is a child of about 11, although she
writes what wants to come out at the time
and sometimes it comes out to the younger
and sometimes the older end. If she begins
by being too specific about her audience, 'it
stops me dead because I spend the whole
time thinking in too much detail.'

Diana brushes aside the charge that her
plots might be too complex, the notions too
hard to comprehend easily or the language
too demanding for some readers. 'Most
adults have given up using their brains when
they read. Children are used to not knowing
things and using their brains. Children read
slower and you don't have to keep telling
them things and explaining things, so you
can, paradoxically, make things harder and
not waste time in boring details . . . If a story
is going well enough readers will accept all
sorts of words, which they normally
wouldn't, because they're interested in the
story and the context is clear.'

On being a writer of books for children and
not adults she is equally emphatic. She hates
people who say T haven't read any of your
books for children, of course.' It's the last
two words that enrage her. She is offended
by the assumption that because what she
writes is fantastic and funny it is in the
realms of the unreal, written for children,
who aren't, after all, real people. 'They can't
see that I might be doing something very
serious indeed. I do find that there is a
tremendous responsibility. It's always on the
cards that you'll write a children's book
which will shape them as an adult. . . Really
what a book can give is experience in all
meanings of the word, not just being exciting
or entertaining but experience in the world
with people. I lend my own experience to
children.'

Whilst a book is in the making Diana goes
'vague and absent-minded'. When her three
sons were at home they grew to recognise
and dread the warning signs. Even the dog
seemed to sense the change! During the two
to six weeks that it takes to complete the
first draft she not only forgets to take meals
herself but also omits to feed the rest of the
household. On one never-to-be-forgotten
occasion her sons returned home from
school, ravenous, to find that their mother
had shoved a pair of muddy shoes in the
oven for their tea. Once a book is going it
becomes all-absorbing. She practises no
delaying tactics or rituals, she can write
anywhere in any circumstances. She
confesses that she can often be writing it in
the head on such things as school visits - 'A
kind of serendipity occurs and things happen
that can be put in even if you have to go off
and do other things.'

The first drafts are a model of inventive
spellings; Diana is dyslexic. She writes *
orally, which makes her stories easy to read
aloud, but she does tend to spell words as
they are said and does amazing things with a
few letters. She claims that she is totally
unliterary - 'when I hear the word
"literature" I go for my gun.' Yet she read
English at Oxford and her husband is a
professor of English. There are often many
literary or classical references in her stories,
as with the Loki legends in Eight Days of
Luke. These are included deliberately,
because the author herself thinks that there
is a lot of good stuff around from which she's
learnt much - 'with children you can rely on
them not knowing all sorts of things and
probably they never will, so I put them in.'
For her own part she loves long books and is
never happier than when she discovers
another new trilogy!

Her popularity in schools has brought a
flood of requests for visits. With her rnane of
dark curly hair, her liking for large striking
rings and dressed in her darkest clothes,
pupils might wonder whether she's one of
her own wizardly creations, but it is never
long before her wide smile and throaty
chuckle dispels the apprehension and gives
way to an appreciation of her warm good
humour. She loves to laugh and often spends
solitary afternoons laughing non-stop to
herself as she creates the chaotic passages in
her stories. And when the story is finally
completed, all of the family shoes are safe
from a roasting and this highly inventive,
amazingly humorous lady returns to
practising to get better grades in her cello
exam. She explains with a twinkle in her eye
that she's awful at it, but she took up the
cello as a challenge in middle age, much to
everyone's amusement because she can't
even sing in tune. Somehow you never know
quite whether you should believe someone
who makes up books about great enchanters !<

The Books
Archer's Goon, Methuen, 0 416 49260 6,
£7.95; Magnet, 0 416 62280 1, £1.75 pbk

A Charmed Life, Puffin, 0 14 03.1075 4,
£1.95 pbk
Drowned Ammet, Macmillan, 0 333 22620 8,
£4.95

Eight Days of Luke, Puffin, 0 14 03.0969 1,
£1.50 pbk
Fire and Hemlock, Methuen, 0 416 50960 6,
£8.95; Methuen Teens, 0 416 04022 5, £1.95
pbk (Oct 87)

The Homeward Bounders, Macmillan,
0 333 30979 0, £6.95; Magnet, 0 416 22940 9,
£1.50 pbk
Howl's Moving Castle, Methuen,
0 416 61590 2, £7.95; Methuen Teens,
0 416 07442 1, £1.95 pbk (April 88)

The Magicians of Caprona, Macmillan,
0 333 27891 7, £6.95; Beaver, 0 09 954280 3,
£1.95 pbk (Reissue Dec 87)

The Skiver's Guide, Knight, 0 340 33985 3,
£1.25 pbk
A Tale of Time City, Methuen, 0 416 02362 2,
£8.95 (Oct 87)

Time of the Ghost, Beaver, 0 09 935950 2,
£1.95 pbk (Reissue Dec 87)

Warlock at the Wheel, Macmillan,
0 333 37613 7, £6.95

Who Got Rid of Angus Flint?, Magnet,
0416 88480 6, £1.25 pbk

Witch Week, Macmillan, 0 333 33189 3,
£6.95; Magnet, 0 416 52870 8, £1.95 pbk

Diana Wynne Jones was interviewed by
David Bennett.

Photograph courtesy of Methuen.
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Nursery/Infant

Reviews of paperback fiction are grouped for convenience under
teaching range. Books and children being varied and adaptable,
we suggest you look either side of your area. More detailed recom-
mendation for use can be found within the reviews.

Sophie and Jack
Help Out
Judy Taylor, ill. Susan
Gantner, Picture Corgi,
0552 52308 9, £1.95
This pair are already favourites
with many young apprentice
readers. As before the appeal
lies in the unlikely choice of
hippos in a domestic setting
and in the deceptively simple
illustrations which the artist
has clearly enjoyed doing
enormously. In this episode
Sophie and Jack turn their
hand to gardening but the
results are not as shown on the
packets of seeds they plant -
for reasons that young readers
will delight in pointing out.

JB

two friends, one a tadpole and
one a fish. The tadpole
changes into a frog and leaves
the pond to bring back tales of
an exciting world beyond.
When the fish tries to leave
too, he nearly dies because he
cannot breath above water.
Rescued by his friend, the fish
thankfully accepts his less
adventurous life in the depths
of the pond where he is safe.
Best to be yourself!
Beautiful illustrations drawn
and coloured with fluency and
humour make this a very
welcome re-issue from Picture
Puffin. MS

'But around came Scarface Claw ...' from Hairy Maclary Scattcrcat.

Hairy Maclary
Scattercat
Lynley Dodd, Picture
Puffin, 014 050.580 6,
£1.75
In this third series of escapades
Hairy Maclary terrorises all
the cats in the neighbourhood,
until he comes upon Scarface
Claw that is - then he more
than meets his match. As ever
the rhyme is a delight to read
aloud: its rhythm and meter
and the choice of words make
the verses a pleasure to wrap
the tongue around. Both the
feline attitudes and the
excitement of the chase are
nicely caught in the full-page
illustrations. Great fun. Wide
appeal. JB

Fish is Fish
Leo Lionni, Picture
Puffin, 014 050.0901,
£1.95
A charming exploration of
difference, wrapped up in an
entertaining, warm tale about

The Carrot Top
Mystery
Bernice Chardiet, ill.
Margaret A. Hatelius,
0 590 70708 6
The Great Egg
Mystery
Margaret A. Hartelius,
0 590 70709 4
Hippo, £1.95 each
At first sight these are typical
supermarket birthday-present-
from-friend's-mother books.
Each contain a mystery of one
sort (the missing carrot tops)
or another (Dilly Duck's three
missing eggs) which the
characters have to solve by
following a trail of clues. The
twist is that the reader lays the
trail, furnishes the houses, and
plants the gardens, by means
of stickers placed on the pages
as instructed by the story.
How to try this out in a class
context? Although the stickers
are described as 're-usable',
they plainly are not. In the

end, I pegged the books on my
easel and let the whole class
decide where to put the
stickers and what the clues
meant as I read the story.
To my surprise this was a
highly successful activity. It
generated an enormous
amount of discussion and
debate and the children really
enjoyed the decision making
and the opportunity to
participate in the process of
story making.
As a result, of course, the
children were keen to read the
books for themselves and it
was here that they were less
successful. The books are
American in origin and the
text was not natural to my
children. Furthermore, once
the stickers are in place the
instructions for their
placement intrude oddly in the
story. However, there is no
denying that many children
thoroughly enjoyed these
books.
They are not great literature,
the story is plainly a formula,
and one that children will soon
tire of, but as a class co-
operative activity they have
more to them than meets the
eye. LW

I Go to Nursery School
Fiona Pragoff, Magnet,
0416 0403-2 2, £1.95
A photographic record of one
child's day at nursery school
with her friends, showing
many of the things the children
can do there.

reassurance and additional
vocabulary to develop
independence and confidence
for those already attending or
about to start. MS

Billy Goat and His
Well-Fed Friends
Nonny Hogrogian,
Pocket Puff in,
01403.31050, £1.95
An old favourite from the
'I Can Read' series now
offered in a slightly smaller
'Pocket Puffin' edition. The
story, which is ideal for
developing readers, has all the
elements of the traditional
folk tale, and features a group
of farm animals whose
objective is 'to build a house in
the woods and live in peace
together': a fine sentiment
certainly. The illustrations
have a simple rustic charm
further adding to the delights
of this excellent little book. JB

Crispin and the
Dancing Piglet
Linda M. Jennings, ill.
Krystyna Turska,
Knight, 0340 40935 5,
£2.95

The coloured photographs
show smiling children happily
absorbed in their daily routine
which includes painting,
cooking, water play and music;
having lunch, another child
having a sleep, feeding the
pets and then going home
time.
This book is good value at this
price and should provide
children of nursery school age
with information about what
goes on there and give them

A well-told tale in which the
teller reworks a classic format:
three sons are given gifts by
their father. It is the youngest,
less-favoured son, Crispin
who, having chosen a tiny
piglet, wins out. The elder two
are dealt with in a beautifully
understated way.
This is perfect for reading
aloud, and there are generous
double-page spreads - when
we see the piglet growing and
growing. Turska's pictures are
intricate and a feast for the
eye, with their browns and
golds. A lovely book. CM

Fruit Salad
Althea, ill. Jacqueline
Wood, Dinosaur,
085122 6760, £1.50
An information book, this, and
as such treading very tricky
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ground. It is notoriously
difficult to write non-fiction
books for young children; the
balance between too much
information and not enough,
between simple language and
complex subject is hard to
strike. Althea has often
managed it very well. I am not
sure she has with this one. The
idea of a book to tell you
about the fruits that you might
find in a fruit salad (and a
'multi-cultural' one at that) is
good. Food is a favourite topic
for infant work. The pictures
are super, good enough to eat,
and the facts are, of course,
accurate. But there is that
problem of balance. Is a child
who needs to be told that
apples grow on trees going to
make anything of being told
that figs are pollinated inter-
nally by a wasp which enters
through a hole in the fruit?
Still, as resource for pictures
and a reminder of the wide
variety of fruit in the world,
this is a useful book; its text
will need care however. LW

Postman Pat Makes
a Splash
0 590 70753 1
Postman Pat's Day
in Bed
0 590 70737 X

John Cunliffe, ill. Joan
Hickson, Hippo,
£1.50 each
Books about popular TV
characters, such as Heggerty
Haggerty or Super Ted, have
frequently failed to match the
printed word to the
understanding level, and
reading level, of the children
who watch the programmes.
Disappointment has been the
result as a child has chosen a
story of one of her favourites
and then found it downright
incomprehensible.
However this new series of
Postman Pat books really hit
the right note. They are clear,
bright, well designed, well
written and catch just the right
tone for 4-7 year olds, first to
listen to and later to read for
themselves.
Postman Pat Makes a Splash
has a jolly, slap-stick plot
about an awkward baby and
an even more awkward nanny.
It went down very well with
my class, who kindly explained
to me who everyone was and
where they lived as well as the
habits and likes of Jess, the cat.
Postman Pat's Day in Bed
introduces an interesting punk
postlady, called Molly, and
the entire population of the
village who rally round when
Pat is laid low by 'flu.

Neither book has spent more
than two minutes on the
bookshelves before being
borrowed again and, best of
all, have inspired the first
really independent reading of
at least two older, slower
readers. LW

Bear's Room
No Peeping
Michelle Cartlidge,
Magnet, 0 416 04522 7,
£2.50
Here are mice, mice with
human habits and desires and
clothes. There's much
attention to decoration and
detail and effort has been
made to build up the
anticipation in the story but it
is too fussy and confusing for
small children. The text lacks
rhythm and at no point did we
feel the need to find out what
was going to happen next. . .
surely an absolute necessity in
any story for whatever age
group? MS

If I Had. . .
Mercer Mayer, Pocket
Puffin, 014 03.3110 7,
£1.95
Another American book in its
setting and illustrations but
there does not seem to be a
problem with the language
involved, even for less
confident readers. The text is
very simple and the story is
certainly one with which many
small children identify. 'If I
had a gorilla or a snake or a
porcupine as a pet,' thinks the
young hero, then he wouldn't
be bullied or taken advantage
of. Luckily, since he has none
of these useful supports, he
does have a big brother who is
almost as good as a 'minder'
. . . even if he does eat half his
little brother's lolly as a
reward!

Children found this easy to
read and well worth talking
about. They also enjoyed the
amusing illustrations, although
several interpreted the big
brother's American football
gear as an Incredible Hulk
outfit! LW

Bill and Stanley
Helen Oxenbury,
Pocket Puffin,
014 03.3101 8, £1.95
A very successful story about a
little boy whose mother is too
busy to play with him but who
finds a companion in an untidy
dog called Stanley. Stanley is
the ideal friend; occasionally
annoying, (he eats the sweets
that are supposed to be for a
game of Hunt the Sweet) but
joining in every idea (for
playing pirates or rolling about
in the grass), with a truly
child-like enthusiasm. Mum's
comment at the end of the
day, however, reveals the
hidden depth of this simple
tale. 'You can play by
yourself,' she says. Does she
know about Stanley? Is he
Bill's dog or just a passing
stray? Does he exist at all?
These questions opened up a
long discussion on reality

among my children, ending
with Toya's comment, 'Well, I
think he's true but he just isn't
there.'
Easily read by quite early
readers, beautifully produced
on smooth paper with bold,
black type and attractive, clear
illustrations, this is a real book
in every sense of the words.

LW

Numbers of Things
0 00 662783 8, £2.25
Helen Oxenbury's
ABC of Things
0 00 662782 X, £2.75
Helen Oxenbury,
Picture Lions

the story is bland and the
pictures not inspiring. MS

'4fourfrriice'.
Two tall, thin picture books
first published in the sixties,
and real bargains in their new
paperback format; full of
decorative and entertaining
illustrations with plenty of
surprises. Count to ten with a
variety of creatures and
characters to help, all of them
drawn with both cosiness and
humour, lots of balloons, fish,
penguins, ladybirds to help
with the bigger numbers . . .
and finally to infinity and 'how
many stars?'
ABCs may be thought of in
some circles as old-fashioned
but one glance at this one
should reassure. An
apprehensive yet appealing
hippo looks out from his
hospital bed; there's a vulture
playing a violin and a weasel
marrying a wolf! Just right for
the Nursery as a talkabout
book or in primary school for
playing with sounds. MS

The Yellow Kite
Arlene Blanchard, ill.
Tony Wells, Dinosaur,
085122 681 7, £1.50
Toby has a large parcel to
open on his birthday. Inside
he finds a big yellow kite and
goes to fly it in the park.
Tucked up in bed at night he
dreams that he flies with the
kite and meets the man in the
moon.
Not the best book to come
from Dinosaur. Some nice
anticipation about what might
be in the parcel, but the rest of

The Gift
John Prater, Picture
Puffin, 014 050. 589 X,
£1.75
A story told in pictures; it is a
romp from start to finish from
the time of the arrival of a
large parcel, containing two
useful but rather dull child-
sized chairs, to the use of the
box as a hidey hole or a boat
or a ... whoops, they're off
and the box takes flight! Away
the children go, through and
out of the city to the seaside,
out to sea, below and above
the sea, with whales and
treasure chests and on to the
jungle . . . when they begin to
wish for home and food. Back
in the safety of their own
familiar house, the box is
removed to the rubbish but
the children retrieve it in case
of further adventures.
An attractive book with good
pictures and much to talk
about in it. Very young
children may need the help of
a sharing adult to follow the
order of the pictures and
maintain the story line. MS

Giddy Up
0 19 272183 6

Brian Wildsmith,
Oxford, 95p each
The first three or four of these
books broke new ground with
very simple, but highly
meaningful, text closely
related to the equally
important and artistic
illustrations. The language
was natural and predictable,
and the whole a pleasure to
read.
However, OUP seem bent on
creating a 'series' and, like all
series, the quality is becoming
patchy. Not all writers and
illustrators are able to capture
the 'rightness' of The Trunk,
Cat on the Mat or The Island
and even Wildsmith himself
seems in danger of succumbing
to formula-itis.
Giddy Up is the story of a
reluctant donkey being
coerced to market. It required
a great deal of explanation
from the adult reading aloud
and solo readers couldn't
predict the idiosyncratic text.
It was a sure sign of
disappointment when no-one
wanted to take this home!

If I Were You was better
received. A child at the zoo
wonders which animal he
would like to be and what
attributes he would have. The
pictures are of Wildsmith's
usual quality and the idea is
thought-provoking . . .
especially the last sentence, 'If
you were me, you would be
free.' There was plenty to
discuss and think about here
and, best of all, not just for the
very young children that might
at first appear to be its natural
audience. LW
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Sam's Big Day
Leslie Wood, Oxford,
0 19 272165 8, 95p
My reservations about the
erratic quality of the Cat on
the Mat 'series' were
confirmed by this further
addition to the set. A winner I
thought at first. A jolly tale
about the driver (Sam) of a
little, old steam engine that
no-one wants until the big
main-line engine breaks down

and Sam is called to the
rescue, driving the little
engine and saving all the
passengers, getting them to
the station right on time.
Hooray! Very simply told but
just the sort of tale of triumph
to appeal to infants, especially
steam engine fans (and which
infant, in these days of
Thomas, is not a steam engine
fan?).
But, oh dear, there's more.

Infant/Junior

After this heroic epic the final
page shows Sam sitting in his
chair and announces, 'But it
was all a dream.' My class just
couldn't believe it. Too young
and imaginative to have ever
used the idle junior's cop-out
'Then I woke up and it had all
been a dream', the let down
was enormous. One little boy,
in great indignation
announced, 'It's all spoilt!'
and refused to listen any

more. Another girl suggested
'It'll be all right if you sticky
tape the last page down.' And,
indeed, she was right.
Which just goes to show that
both writers and publishers
can lack that 'ear' which hears
the discordant note. This book
is the product of tone-
deafness. LW

Alexander, Who Used
To Be Rich
Last Sunday
Judith Viorst, ill. Ray
Cruz, Bluegum,
0207 15318 3, £1.95
Alex wished he had money
like his brothers but somehow
no sooner had he been given
some money than it started to
slip through his fingers.
Despite his determination to
save up for a 'walkie-talkie',
the two dollars his
grandparents gave him was
gone even before they had left
and he had nothing to show
for it except some used bubble-
gum. Though the setting for
this amusing saga is clearly
American the dilemma is
universal, especially for
children of around Alexander's
age (seven/eightish) who are
likely to read the story. JB

Mr Bodger's Jumping
Hat
Andy Cunningham,
Piccolo Picture Books,
0330 30023 7, £1.95
Mr Bodger's efforts at
becoming a magician are
nothing short of disastrous
despite his extensive reading
on the subject. A visit to
Dr Slob's Magic Club only
makes matters worse - he's
the only magician whose hat
doesn't jump and he breaks
the doctor's glasses. But with
the help of an obliging rodent
and a lot of practice, Mr
Bodger and his hat become
famous. A zany tale told in a
series of hilarious comic strip
illustrations; these and the
subject matter almost
guarantee success for this
book which should have a
wide appeal. JB

Dabble Duck
Anne Leo Ellis, ill. Sue
Truesdell, Hippo,
0590 70540 7, £1.75
Jason's apartment duck seems
destined for a country home
until he finds and befriends an
injured little black dog in the
park. The sight of the little dog
and Dabble together causes
mum to relent and Jason ends
up with two pets - Dabble and
Quack.
The tribulations of children,
parents and pets is a familiar
theme but here the appeal lies

in the unusual choice of pet
and setting which offer
opportunities to the illustrator
to extend the story.
Consequently, reading the
pictures as well as the words is
important for full enjoyment
of this story which has an
appeal beyond infant learners.

JB

Brunus and the
New Bear
0 340 41094 9
Theodore
All Grown Up
0 340 41093 0
Ellen Stoll Walsh,
Knight, £2.50 each
Two feelings-centred picture
books from America: the
sensitivity of the themes -
sibling jealousy and the
advantages and disadvantages
of being 'grown up'''- are
gently underscored through
the whole design of the books
with their lovely muted colour
illustrations contained within
brown line frames, on cream
paper. Essentially these are
books for private reflective
reading although I can see
Brunus and the New Bear also
being read as an assembly
story in the same way as John
Brown, Rose and the Midnight
Cat. Both books are highly
recommended. JB

The Feathered Ogre
Lee Lorenz, Pocket
Puffin, 014 03.3109 3,
£1.95
A fairy story with all the
traditional ingredients: a hero,
a beleaguered princess,
spellbound humans and, of
course, a wicked ogre. The
hero is simple in worldly ways,
but lion-hearted where good

intentions are concerned. The
happy ending is guaranteed!
A pleasant story for children
who are gaining reading
prowess, and the coloured
illustrations and limited bold
text enhance the value of the
book. NS

The Pearl
Helme Heine, Pocket
Puffin, 014 03.3107 7,
£1.95
Beaver finds a pearl, and his
ensuing dream warns him of
the problems envy and avarice
can bring. The text is gentle,
and the pictures are
particularly well integrated to
the format of this series.
There's generous information
at the back of the book -
about the author and about
pearls! CM

Gumdrop and the
Monster
Val Biro, Picture Puffin,
014050.5822, £1.75
Biro's books always have a
finely integrated sense of story
and pictures. Here, the
vintage car and its owner
become involved with a group
of shady characters who try to
fake an appearance of the
Loch Ness Monster.
There are lovely pictures: the
mists of the scenery are well
caught. There's neat
characterisation, too, of both
crooks and newshounds,
including Watt A. Pitcher of
the Sunday Fix. One I'll use as
a 'bridge' for sixes and sevens
ready for their first extended
read-alone. CM

M and M and the
Mummy Mess
Pat Ross, Fontana,
000 672553 8, £1.50
Many of these overtly 'early
reader' books come from the
United States and this makes
them that bit less easily
accessible to young children
still relying on familiarity of
language structure to support
their reading. This particular
series also looks cheap and
nasty being printed on very
inferior paper.
So much for first impressions
and raw prejudice! What of
the stories? M and M and the
Bad News Babies, the first tale
of the two girls (M and M) had

gone down well as a read-aloud
to middle and top infants and
so we had hopes of this one.
The plot is fairly complex and
requires an understanding of
what Egyptian mummies are,
how museums work and how
they put on displays. It is also
quite long and dense with only
black and white line drawings
to entice the reader. It worked
quite well as a read-aloud with
middle infants, who were able
to enjoy the joke of the girls'
attempt to disguise their illicit
presence in a museum by
wrapping themselves up in
bandages and trying to pass as
exhibits, as long as an adult
could interpret the hard bits.
It needs a fairly sophisticated
seven-year-old to tackle this
independently, however it's
more of a mini novel. Several
fluent readers enjoyed it and
there was only one really
adverse reaction: 'you think
it's going to be all spooky . . .
but nothing scary happens at
all really!' LW

Lazy Lions,
Lucky Lambs
Patricia Reilly Giff, ill.
Blanche Sims, Fontana
Lions, 0006727948,
£1.50
The Polk St. School series of
which this is the latest title is
ideal for the fledging solo
reader. The bold type, simple
black and white illustrations,
and basic story line are all
conducive to building up
reading confidence, and the
tales all relate to experiences
within the child's
understanding. This particular
story revolves around a piece
of writing about real people
which a class has to complete.
The problems encountered are
simple and realistic, and the
outcomes predictable yet
uncontrived.
Worth buying for the lower
Junior School library and
classroom. NS

The Tale of the
Crooked Crab
Delia Huddy, ill. Linda
Birch, Young Corgi -
A 'By Myself Book,
0552 52442 5, £1.50
There's wit, action and some
lively characterisation in this
tale of a mini-mutiny on a
sailing ship when a Captain
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takes a holiday. There's a
contemporary feel to the
writing: the ship collides with
an oil rig. I recommend you to
look at this 'By Myself series.
It's had a very promising start,
and this book was very popular
with seven-year-olds. I like the
fact that the language is
accessible, without ever being
prosaic, or over-simplified.
The ship is described as 'a
rainbow-coloured dancer,
bobbing and nodding and
slowly sinking': that's the kind
of writing the very newly
independent need. CM

Creepy-Crawly Stories
Barbara Ireson (comp.),
Beaver, 0099512300,
£1.95
Lots of lovely short, short
stories, about creatures, like
spiders and wriggly worms and
beetles and lizards . . . and all
with names to intrigue and
captivate the young audience.
Mr Grubbage, Flo Fly, Black
Bert, Tumf, Grottie Germ and
Dribble the snail, have some
varied adventures, some
dangerous, some strange, but
all worth hearing about. A
good cast of contributors too,
with Margaret Mahy, Alf
Proysen, Jean Chapman
heading the list, all writers
aware of the need to write
simply and clearly for the age
group (young juniors),
exciting, imaginative, but with

a point that the children can
see the story reaching in its
conclusion. Eighteen stories
for £1.95 is good value,
especially when the stories are
of this standard. BB

The Railway Cat's
Secret
Phyllis Arkle, ill. Lynne
Byrnes, Puffin,
014 03.21101, £1.50
This is an old-fashioned and
successful tale.
The Station Master's secret
annoys Alfie, the Railway
Cat, until Alfie discovers the
tramp who has created a
garden behind the old railway
station. Now Alfie has a
secret, too. As the tale unfolds
Alfie discovers that Hack, the
unpleasant Leading Railman,
also has a secret: Hack's secret
threatens the tramp's garden.
The plot doesn't so much
thicken as spread gently.
Young readers will enjoy the
idea of royalty j*etting grubby
(part of the Station Master's
secret), and feel a sense of
repletion as all the secrets are,
by turn, discovered and the
problems resolved. Even nasty
Hack is treated decently. The
illustrations fulfil the simplest
requirement for character
identification.
This is a sober, decent, upright
addition to the library or a
reading corner in a Lower
Junior class. BJ

Do Goldfish Play
the Violin?
David Henry Wilson,
ill. Patricia Drew,
Piccolo, 0330 29594 2,
£1.75
A delightfully perceptive set

Junior/Middle
Peter and the Wolf
Sergei Prokofiev, ill.
Erna Voigt, Pocket
Puffin, 014 03. 3102 6,
£1.95
Prokofiev's words are
illustrated in a quasi-Russian-
primitive style by Erna Voigt.
Two styles of double page
spread are alternated. One
contains the text, a small
illustration, a picture of the
appropriate musical
instrument and a line of music
- the latest theme; the other is
simply a double page
illustration. The large picture
illustrates the previous two
pages and so stimulates much
discussion. My consumer
research shows that this mixed
layout is very attractive,
especially to reluctant readers
(and with the possibility of
reading along with the record
there is considerable potential
here).
This is an attractive way to
present a perennially
successful story. These small
books, which prove difficult to
open at first, are glued and

sewn. They should withstand
quite a bit of wear.
A worthwhile addition to a
library or music corner. BJ

Mr Potter's Pigeon
Patrick Kinmonth, ill.
Reg Cartwright, Pocket
Puffin, 01403.31034,
£1.95
To those who already love this
book in its original format the
Pocket Puffin will seem
claustrophobic. Reg
Cartwright's illustrations work
best on large pages. However,
it is still a gem.
An inventive text leads the
reader through far-flung
scenes as the escaped pigeon
travels its puzzling route then
returns to Mr Potter's garden
shed - set in a very Douanier
Rousseau garden with a most
feral moggy called Lupin. The
pictures and text combine to
tell much more than just the
story of the old man and his
hobby: they reveal Mr Potter's
sense of humour, his
dependence on the pigeon, the
arbitrariness of the natural
world.

of glimpses into the world of
Jeremy James. Each of twelve
chapters contains a complete
story. The variety is
particularly pleasing. Comic,
serious, terrifying, thought-
provoking experiences follow
each other through Jeremy's
life. Wilson's style adapts
easily to changes in
atmosphere so that each
episode rings true. Wilson has
a facility for creating a scene
and an ability to translate the
action into a child's experience
which makes the book easily
accessible to young readers
and gives them an opportunity
to compare and contrast their
own experiences.
Patricia Drew's illustrations
are effective and have
something of the Raymond
Briggs about them.
The book is attractive from
the first sentence to the last
and will prove an invaluable
class read for young juniors
and top infants. BJ

Nellie and the Dragon
Elizabeth Lindsay, ill.
Jim Hodgson, Hippo,
0590706756, £1.50
Nellie's Dad buys a job lot of
charcoal for the barbecue -
'because it's there'. .Surprise —
Nellie finds a Dragon asleep in
the shed. It's been asleep for
20 years so it has woken up
hungry: food? You've guessed
- the charcoal. From the first
five pages this is a predictable
collection of mundane stories
which the device of the
Dragon fails to lift onto a
different plane. The Dragon is
the perpetrator of various
petty and nonsensical crimes
but is very difficult tc
apprehend because only those
who believe in dragons can

In this edition the book ends
with two pages of information;
theories about homing
pigeons, historical pigeons and
record breaking pigeons. This
is a particularly valuable
budget book and a good
addition to a Junior library.

BJ

Panda's Puzzle
Michael Foreman,
Pocket Puffin,
01403.31042, £1.95
Foreman's story is a
wonderfully poetic quest for
the truth. Panda travels the
world wanting to know the
answer to a simple question -
'Am I a white bear with black
bits or a black bear with white
bits?' Of course, everyone
tells him something different.
The reader gets breathtaking
landscapes: the beauty and the
poetry sends the question into
insignificance (for the reader
and for Panda).
I'm glad to have this fine tale
in accessible form, and nines
to tens I've shared it with have
loved it, but I do think that the
tale's impact could be lessened

actually see him. Nellie's
claims to have seen the
Dragon are dismissed as
childish fancy.

Each of the ten chapters tells a
separate story. In all this is a
depressing little book. Each
episode plods on at a
monotonous pace, the gloom
being quite unrelieved by
interesting characters or
events. Thank goodness there
are the David Henry Wilsons
of this world - to prove that
stories for young readers need
not be pedestrian although
treating everyday experience.

BJ

Two Monsters
David McKee, Beaver
Picture Books,
009 945530 7, £2.50
The monsters live one on each
side of a mountain so that each
has a one-sided View of life - it
isn't sunset, it's the onset of
night. The initial verbal
disagreements turn to physical
violence as they hurl rocks as
well as insults at each other.
The rocks get bigger and the
only victim is the mountain,
which is flattened. With a new
wider view of the world each
monster realises that each was
right. The readers are left to
draw their own environmental
and ecological conclusions
about the cost of this 'new
understanding'.
The simple tale is vividly
illustrated with page-size
pictures of the silly monsters.
Young children will enjoy the
expletives; they will enjoy
predicting the ending. The
text is typically
uncompromising and will
make a good read-aloud for a
Lower Junior class. BJ

because of the smallness and
the sometimes cramped-
looking nature of the format
of this edition. CM

Bear Goes to Town
Beaver, 0099320401,
£2.50
Willy the Champ
Magnet, 0 416 95930 X,
£1.95
Anthony Browne
The little bear who can draw
himself out of tricky situations
was first encountered in
Browne's Bear Hunt. The tale
of his trip to town has more
sinister shades. Bear rescues
lots of his fellow animals from
what could be a prison? a
camp? As always, there is
more in the pictures than is
said in the words: that's the
reading lesson for children,
and we need them to help us
read. Read it with nines to
elevens, who understand the
televisual impact of Browne's
stories.
Willy the Champ is the shy,
non-macho type who becomes
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a hero without really trying.
Again, the story's in the
pictures and in what's not said.
See the echoes of A Walk in
the Park: young readers will. I
had nines and tens talking till
after the bell had gone about
friends, gangs, belonging and
being left out. Try it. CM

The Granny Book
Colin Hawkins, Fontana
Lions, 0 00 662845 1,
£2.25
My children seized this book
before I could review it, and
its current rather dog-eared
appearance is the result of
much thumbing by them.
Why such instant popularity?
Well it's bright, colourful; the
caricatures are appealing and
the rhyming poems about
everyone's idea of a Gran are
not too daunting, being offset
by the comic relief of side
comments which appear
haphazardly all over the
pages. It's easy to see why
children of seven years
upwards like the book so
much; the light-hearted style
and natural curiosity demands
we should read some more . . .

Daddy'.:

Adults too may recognise a
well-known cartoon figure!
This one will certainly find a
place in library and bookshop
stock. NS

The House That
Moved
David Rees, ill. Laszlo
Acs, Puffin,
014 03.12560, £1.50
David Rees relates a true life
event (the realignment of a
Tudor House in Exeter) but
renders it as fiction. For two
boys the house is their
favourite play space and won't
be after it is moved. They

squeeze the last ounce of
enjoyment out of the place -
to the extent of getting into
the house for the actual move.
This gives the story its best
and final twist. Read on ...
The difficulty is that David
Rees wants to tell us the
history of the house, and all
that implies, and he wants to
tell us the boys' story. The two
do not always gel comfortably.
The result is not a good piece
of literature but it is a
fascinating springboard/
sourcebook for discussion. A
class working on buildings or
Tudors and Stuarts . . .
(whatever happened to
Unstead?) . . . would enjoy
the faction.
Laszlo Acs' monotone
illustrations are excellent
whether showing the
mechanics of moving the
house or the enjoyment of
having breakfast with Dad.
An interesting addition to a
Middle Junior reading area.

BJ

Danny, Don't Jump!
Hazel Townson, ill.
Amelia Rosato, Beaver,
009 946290 7, £1.25
As an avowed fan of Hazel
Townson, I am biased before I
even read any fresh offering
from her. This latest book
concerning a boy who courts
disaster is both funny and
fast-moving. The slapstick
comedy is exactly right for
Middle Junior aged children,
and bound to be another hit.
The cover is well illustrated,
though the black and white
illustrations are rather crude.
My class will certainly enjoy
Danny, Don't Jump! especially
after a hard day's graft at the
academic grindstone! Hazel
Townson's books are also
ideal for reading aloud. NS

Tom's Sausage Lion
Michael Morpurgo, ill.
Robina Green, Corgi,
0552524182, £1.75
The adults in this story behave
all too realistically and the
reader cannot but help feel
sympathetic towards the
unfortunate hero who has to
face their spleen. This is a
thoughtful, didatic book about
a boy who sees a lion, but who
is disbelieved by everyone -
except a young girl. Michael
Morpurgo skilfully blends the
harsh attitudes of adults with
the dogged determination of
the hero, and the bleak

weather and moorland
landscape add their
atmospheric value.
The victory experienced at the
story's climax is doubly
appreciated; the reader who
has become so involved can
now relax as justice visibly
triumphs. This is a good book
for 9+ children. Definitely
worth having in school. NS

Wilkes the Wizard
and the S.P.A.M.
Jackie Webb, ill. Steve
Smallman, Dragon,
0583309356, £1.95
A book of utter nonsense,
which must appeal to children
who enjoy imagination which
has run riot. Adults will find
the story hard to understand
and will need children's help
in order to unravel the
sequences of events - or non
events!
Briefly, the wizard of
Diddlesdorf is in trouble with
S.P.A.M. a group which
dislikes magic. The problems
and trials which the rulers
experience in trying to sort out
the ensuing calamities have to
be read to be believed. The
weird witticisms, the
horrendous humour and
pernicious puns nearly drove
me mad, but if you know
children who like a written
form of 'Goonery', then give
them this book. Any offers for
my copy? NS

Our Best Stories
Edited by Anne Wood/
Ann Pilling, Knight,
0 340 40857 X, £1.95
Endorsed by the Federation of
Children's Book Groups, Our
Best Stories surely had to be a
winner? I have to agree, for
the mixture of fun, seriousness
and happiness, is excellent.

This anthology, containing
works from writers including
Mahy, Berg, Rosen, Pearce,
and Ashley, has been selected
by children, for children. The
stories represent the best there
is in Junior-based fiction
according to the youngsters,
yet contain no mention of
writers like Dahl or Mark.
I confess an element of
surprise — which the editors
themselves echo. Proves the
fact that book specialists don't
know everything or is it that
children's tastes, like language
itself, continually alter? Be
that as it may, this book is an
absolute boon - don't leave
home without it if you're
connected with children in any
way! NS

Nicobobinus
Terry Jones, ill. Michael
Foreman, Puffin,
014 03.20911, £2.25
31 short, punchy chapters tell

the story of two young
Venetians in a Renaissance
past. Nicobobinus and his
friend, Rosie, travel the world
in search of dragon's blood -
to cure his golden sickness, of
course! You do ask daft
questions - and find it on their
own doorstep (which,
fortunately, they didn't weed
in the first chapter). There's a
moral there somewhere but
you would never notice.
Jones' style is appropriately
light and moves the stories on
at a ripping pace. Jokes
double back on themselves;
coincidences are stretched
almost to the limit; chapters
end on cliff-hangers; chapter
titles hark back to earlier
picaresque, moral tales:
'5. How Nicobobinus and
Rosie Did a Very Good
Thing, and the Reward They
Got For It.'
The protagonists are
consistently drawn and
become well-known, well-
rounded people who stand out
from the vast array of other
characters quite sharply.
Foreman's illustrations lose a
lot in black and white but still
retain enough magic to make
them an excellent complement
to the text.
A high class read for a wide
range of juniors and a good
introduction to a distinct style
in English literature. BJ

Tom Tiddler's Ground
John Rowe Townsend,
Puffin, 014 03.1914 X,
£1.50
Tom Tiddler's Ground is well
written (as might be expected
from its distinguished author)
and has all the ingredients of a
first-class children's holiday
adventure story.
Unfortunately the microscopic
print and unappealing sepia
shade, rough textured paper
will act as a major deterrent to
its intended audience. Sad,
because once you've survived
the Enid Blyton style
introduction to the principle
players (Do kids call their
mates 'Brain' today?), the
story unfolds and the reader is
in business and hooked
through to the end. Even the
initial coyness of the children's
dialogue disappears, and you
feel that these might be real
kids talking to each other. BB
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Vera Pratt and the
False Moustaches
Brough Girling, ill.
Tony Blundell, Puffin,
014 03.2248 5, £1.50
This is a lightweight, very
enjoyable, literary version of
an Baling B comedy. Comic
incidents can be anticipated
for pages; the characters are
pure cardboard cut-outs but,
nonetheless, successful.

Vera has her arms in the
kitchen sink up to her elbows
in the first illustration - but it's
all right, she's just draining the
crankcase of her motorbike.

This is the only atypical
character in an easily
recognisable bunch. Vera's
son is called Wally, because he
is one; the villain is called Mr
Smoothy-Smythe; his sidekick
is Dudley Cheque - Dud, for
short, get it? The top TV
personality is Terry
Household-Word.
Worldly-wise Upper Juniors
will enjoy the detailed
descriptions of Vera's
motorcycle maintenance — it
will be interesting to monitor
their reactions to a woman
talking knowledgeably about a
predominantly male subject.
A wide range of Juniors will
enjoy the quite predictable but
well written set pieces -
especially the climax. The
illustrations add little to a text
which is already rich in detail.

BJ

Winning Rider
Michael Hardcastle,
Magnet, 0 416 04532 4,
£1.75
The Show-Down at
Seabank
Tom Tully, Dragon,
0583 30922 4, £1.95
Michael Hardcastle has been
creating 'sports fiction' for
youngsters over a 20-year
period of sustained excellence.
Winning Rider is his third title
on the theme of horse racing.
With that meticulous attention
detail that is his hallmark,
Hardcastle effortlessly creates
a scenario that evokes all the
excitement of the racetrack,
the tension and intrigue
behind the scenes in the
stables, and also contains a
remarkable insight into the
relationship of mutual trust
between horse and rider.

Middle/Secondary

The Show-Down at Seabank is
the third title in the series
about the motley collection of
'cricketers' who assemble
under the banner of Mason's
Misfits - 'A derisive nickname
which they now wore with
pride.' Lots of practice gets
the Misfits as sharp as nails
and red hot for the big game.
Well, that's the gist of the
story, not forgetting the jargon
and the slang, which
sometimes seems more
important than the story, plus
the cops and robbers episode
running concurrent with the
cricket. But don't think you've
escaped when you reach the
end of the book. Terry 'had a
strong instinctive feeling that
life would soon be offering a
new challenge to Mason's
Misfits . . . !' Possibly going to
Australia to win the Ashes
while reducing the country's
crime rate between overs! BB

Love from Greg
Maureen Stewart,
Puffin, 01403.21489,
£1.75
Love from Greg consists of a
series of letters from Greg, a
sixteen-year-old Australian
'surfie', to his sister's friend
Emily, whom he has never
met.
Emily spends the large part of
her letters criticising his
tattoos, earrings, grammar
and sick jokes (which,
incidentally, are atrocious).
Despite this, he - after one
brief meeting - considers her
to be his girlfriend and devotes
his time and energy to shaping
himself into someone worthy
of her; until, of course,
someone much more his type
comes on the scene.
The book is tedious (the blurb
says 'hilarious' but I didn't
smile once). Neither the
sanctimonious Emily nor the
naive Greg elicits a twinge of
belief from the reader. 91'
pages - many of them almost
blank - do not represent value
for money at £ 1.75. If your
pupils enjoy letter format
books, give them Beverly
Cleary's Dear Mr Henshaw -
one of the best. VR

Vicki's Habit
Maureen Stewart,
Puffin, 014 03.2271 X,
£1.50
The last four months of a
teenage alcoholic's life
recorded through the journal
she writes for her social
worker, Mr Jones. A
promising beginning, you may
think - a real attempt to tackle
the problems teenagers face
today? Not a bit of it. The
book is short on realism and
strong on sensationalism - a
paperback tabloid which
irritates further with its
persistent use of Australian
slang.

Vicki, antagonistic initially
and then persuaded by Mr
Jones' kindness and 'brown,
sincere-looking eyes', reveals
the sordid secrets of her social
life. These are, periodically,
summarised by Jones and
further reinforced by his
reports to the headmaster -
just in case the reader misses
the point!
The book's attempts to warn
fail miserably - it titillates
more than appals - and the
ending, transparently
predictable, is almost
hilarious. There's a need for
books of this sort - is someone,
somewhere, doing a better job
than this? VR

The Fourth Plane
at the Flypast
Dennis Hamley,
Fontana Lions,
000 672766 2, £1.95
They are common enough,
World War II commemorative
flypasts, although dwindling in
numbers as the venerable
Lancasters and Spitfires
gradually give up their ghosts.
Sue and John are watching
such an air display, when they,
and only they it seems, notice
an extra plane in the sky: The
Wellington, with the black
fuselage and the hole in the
side, and one engine not
working. They couldn't have
been mistaken. Or could they?
There was no sign of it landing
anywhere. Spooky! The
apparition won't go away.
Why is it happening? Is it
hallucinations? Well-
constructed plot keeps the
suspense as Sue and John get
personally involved in the
mission of the mysterious
Wellington. BB

Astercote
Penelope Lively, Puffin,
014 03.1973 5, £1.75
Goacher is a throwback to a

past time. From the moment
that the children catch sight of
him, with his long, matted hair
and old ragged clothes, it's
clear that this is definitely not
the Twentieth-Century Burton
man. Could it be, as the
children's village of Astercote
was wiped out by the Black
Death in the fourteenth
century, that there is some
mysterious connection
between Goacher and this
past? The story develops along
this spooky hypothesis with
the scent of plague in the air,
and the supernatural never far
away. Or is it that,
sophisticated as we think we
are, we are just as superstitious
as the folks were in these
pre-media, medieval times?

BB

Get On Out of Here,
Philip Hall
Bette Greene, Puffin,
014 03.2183 7, £1.75
Come Sing, Jimmy Jo
Katherine Paterson,
Puffin, 014 03.2176 4,
£1.95
Two more high quality
American imports. Get On
Out of Here, Philip Hall is
Bette Greene's sequel to
Beth's original encounters
with Philip Hall in Philip Hall
Likes Me, I Reckon Maybe. It
is a bit much when you've
practised your acceptance
speech for an award, and then
you don't get awarded it. It's
even worse when the actual
prizewinner turns out to be the
loved and sometime loathed
Philip Hall; much mixed
emotion. A marvellous book,
slipping in lots of advice for
young adolescents (pride
coming before a fall for one)
all delivered without saccharin
or sentimentality. Come Sing,
Jimmy Jo is another story
about life at the centre of the

stage, this time literally.
11-year-old Jimmy Jo Johnson
is a member of his family's
country 'n western act, shown
live on networked television.
The boy's a star. What more
could he want? Well, when
you're 11, inside you really
want things to stay as they are,
have a normal home and
stable relationships like the
other kids. School? Well even
that presents problems for
Jimmy Jo. 'This is a real good
book, except it would be
better if it were shorter.'
Thank you Jimmy Jo, your lit.
crit. insights are exemplary.
With a tighter hand on the
editing helm this book could
have been trimmed of some
spare flesh into not just a good
book but an outstanding one.

BB

The Pit
Ann Cheetham,
Fontana Lions,
000 692531 6, £1.95
'History had printed itself on
the mouldy knobbled walls,
the stones themselves had
absorbed the pain and
suffering of centuries, like a
tape-recorder that went on
forever. Now something was
making it play everything
back.'
Oliver Wright finds himself at
the centre of a Plague of
London replay, drawn back to
Thomas Verney whose body
he can enter and then
miserably watch his
seventeenth-century family
perish in agony. Was the spark
that set all this tragedy in
motion the nearby excavations
for a new building or is the
eccentric old man upstairs the
connection?
Ann Cheetham spares us no
gruesome details as she
weaves her story around
documented facts. Horror/
fantasy readers in Lower-
Middle Secondary should
relish it. DB
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The Hour of the Wolf
Patricia Calvert, Hippo,
0590 70548 2, £1.95
Border Kidnap
J. M. Marks, Puffin,
01403.11947, £1.95
I approached The Hour of the
Wolf with some trepidation,
expecting a hero unrealistically
triumphant despite massive
odds; a story spiced with the
'death and glory' prose which
characterises too many
adventure books written for
young adults. I was pleasantly
surprised - after an
unpromising beginning the
book offers realism,
excitement and a degree of
suspense.
Jake Matthiesen attempts
suicide as a result of his failure
to live up to his father's
ambitions. He is sent to
recuperate with friends in
Alaska where he meets Danny
Yumiat, a native Alaskan.
When Danny dies Jake
determines, as a mark of
respect, to run the gruelling
1,600 kilometre dog-sled race
for which Danny was training.
Descriptive detail is selective
and informative, the characters
convincing and likeable, and
there are intriguing twists in
the story. Not great literature,
but an entertaining, soundly-
written book which third or
fourth year boys with a love of
the outdoors may well enjoy.
Border Kidnap falls into
almost all the traps which The
Hour of the Wolf avoids. The
tortuous storyline has fifteen-
year-old Jason - the hero of a
terrorist hijack - kidnapped
yet again while on a holiday
offered as a reward for his
earlier exploits!
The story, set in North
Thailand, is littered with
irritating and confusing
references to a variety of
native tribes and their tactics
in warfare. It is transparently
obvious - as the flyleaf
confirms - that this is a story
written by an ex-soldier
over-eager to pass on his
considerable knowledge of the
area.
The characters are one-
dimensional, used as
mouthpieces for the author's
very decided views on heroism,
drug abuse and the skills of
jungle warfare. Add to this a
written style which is, by turn,
repetitive and outmoded, and
the end result is a book as
unconvincing as The Hour of
the Wolf is credible. VR

The Eye of the Dragon
Dyfed Glyn,
BBC/Knight,
0340 40914 2, £1.50
This is the book of the
BBC1/BBC Wales children's
television series of the same
name. Out of its visual context,
he storyline appears a
disjointed ramble, meandering
between tenuous Welsh-Hong
Kong connections and links,
never satisfactorily developed
or explained. Some books-of-
the-film can stand alone, this
is not 'meaty' enough to do
that. Somehow, the chases
between the good guys and the
bad guys, which sustain so
much of screen action, just
don't work as well here on
paper. BB

The Runner
Cynthia Voigt, Fontana,
000 672804 9, £2.25
This fine, demanding book
can be read either as an
introduction to the Tillermans
of the 'Homecoming' trilogy
or as a sequel. It tells the story
of Samuel 'Bullet' Tellerman,
Abigail's son, who is stifled by
the emotional straitjacket of
his father's house. Bullet,
prejudiced and blinded to his
own enormous potential, is
nevertheless a compelling
figure, even in the opening
chapters of the book.
He runs - not to win but
because he knows it is an
undeniable part of himself.
Emotionally, he is slower to
acknowledge his needs and
those of others. As a result of
his encounter with the black
runner, James, his friendship
with Patrice and his close
relationship with his mother,
he realises that his spiritual
capacity will be enlarged by
accepting emotional
responsibility for others.

This is truly superb writing,
well worth the intellectual
effort demanded of the reader
and an essential purchase for
any GCSE Wider Reading
scheme. VR

The Great Flood
Mystery
Jane Curry, Hippo,
0590 70721 3, £1.25
Unbelievable!
Paul Jennings, Puffin,
014 03.2149 7, £1.95
Mystery tales which have
travelled to entertain, and
travelled well. Jane Curry, an
American novelist, bases her
book on a factual event, the
1889 flood of Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. Gordon Hatz
has a bit of a reputation for his
tall tales (he made the front
page of the local paper for
spotting a UFO which turned
out to be a weather balloon),
so it's not surprising that when
extraordinary things do start
happening he has trouble
convincing anyone. Good
read, easy flowing dialogue,
with minimal problems in
crossing the Atlantic.
Paul Jennings hit the jackpot
with Unreal (Puffin) and here
presents a similar set of nine
short but surprising stories,
under the apposite title of
Unbelievable! These were
originally published, by
Puffin, in Australia, products
of Jennings' ponderings while
in his shower in Warrnambool.
Definitely an acquired taste.

BB

The Devil Rides Out
Retold by Alison Sage,
Beaver Fleshcreepers,
0099497506, £1.75
'"Come on," said Rex, his
frank blue eyes full of concern.
"Tell me what's going on.
Simon's in trouble, isn't he?"
The Duke de Richleau put his
glass carefully on the table. "I
simply don't know, Rex," he
said. "I wish I did."'
Since I can't spoil the story for
you (!) here's a word about
style. People rarely plain say
anything; they do it with
adverbs - coldly, shortly,
helplessly, or with 'more
interesting words' - crow,
gasp, chuckle, cry, stammer,
break in. Also in the series:
The Vampyre, Blood from the
Mummy's Tomb, Dr J and
MrH. TD

Janey's Summer
Mary Hooper, Magnet,
0 416 53290 X, £1.75
Not having read Janey's
Diary, the previous collection
of entries from this enjoyable
character's journal, I began
this book with some
apprehension - well, how
would you react to 'Rainbow,
muesli-eating, mantra-
chanting chalet-mate'? I
gloomily anticipated yet
another 'teenage-romance-on-
holiday' package with Janey as
a Robin hostess (and
Rainbow's chalet-mate) at
Robinson's Holiday Camp.
1 was, however, pleasantly
surprised - and relieved - to
discover that the book
contained a good helping of
wry humour, directed (through
Janey's diary) at herself and
the familiar antics of holiday
makers and fellow Robins.
Paul Dowling's occasional line
drawings have a quiet charm
and comment wittily on the
action, too.
Yes, there is romance but it
stumbles and splutters so
realistically that I winced
sympathetically on several
occasions. Despite the fairly
dreadful cover, I'd offer it
confidently to second or
third-year girls with
uncomplicated senses of
humour suffering from a
surfeit of the type of romantic
fiction currently so freely of
offer. VR

The Ram of Sweetriver
Colin Dann, Beaver,
009 951240 8, £1.95
It might not be everyone's cup
of tea, and there are distinct
overtones of Watership Down
with sheep instead of rabbits in
the starring role, but I thought
The Ram of Sweetriver was a
good read. In brief, the village
of Sweetriver and its
hinterland are submerged in a
violent flood. Many of the
inhabitants, human and
animal, die, as the water rages
through the area. Only one
ram remains among the sheep
flock, Jacob, 'a very wise
beast, experienced in the ways
of predators, and a knowledge
of all sorts of dangers'. To
Jacob falls the task of leading
the flock to the Promised
Land, or at least new grazing
above the flood line. The
parallels are obvious, even in
the precis; the story flows well
and will sustain readers'
interests to the end. BB

Older Readers
Face at the Edge
of the World
Eve Bunting, Fontana
Lions, 0 00 672778 6,
£1.95
Remembering the
Good Times
Richard Peck, Pan
Horizons, 0330 30062 8,
£1.95

I was absorbed by both, but
couldn't recall either when I
came to write this, because of
the 'designer' covers!
Remembering has three
Mid-West kids, each unusual.
Buck, now 16, describes the
four-year friendship. He and
Kate, in different ways, are
outsiders; Trav, an insider
with apparently exceptional
potential, kills himself.

Face has three West Coast
kids, each unusual. Jed, 17, in
love with Annie, can't believe
Charlie has killed himself.
With her support, he discovers
Charlie's innocent reasons.
Such lumping together is
unfair. Both books deserve
readers (even if adolescent
suicide isn't quite such a
pressing issue for teenagers
here). Remembering is easier

and, perhaps more than
exploring reasons for suicide,
creates a lovely sense of place
and time, of change and loss.
Face is more demanding,
more political, raises more
questions. TD
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The Best Little Girl
in the World
Steven Levenkron,
Puffin Plus,
01403.22744, £2.50
Francesca is 15, 5'4", seven
stone, intelligent, attractive,
causes her parents no problems
and considers herself a
monster. She invents a new
persona, beautiful thin Kessa,
and starves herself to under
five stone. Levenkron is an
expert on anorexia nervosa
and gives us all the physical
and mental ordeals of this
obsessive condition, with a
suggestion as to its cause. Sad
and interesting, more than a
case study, it will be read by
plenty of girls. TD

Drift
William Mayne, Puffin,
01403.21160,£1.75
A wonderful hook, spare,
precise style shaped to its task,
like Golding's in The
Inheritors. The story is told
twice because of the two
characters' different

Poetry

perceptions and because their
survival depends upon a bluff.

Don't Put Mustard
in the Custard
Michael Rosen and
Quentin Blake, Picture
Lions, 000 662677 7,
£2.50
Rosen at his near best, almost
back to the tip-top form of
collections like Mind Your
Own Business. Here, he is at
his very sharpest when the
voice is a child's, often in
conflict with over-parental
adults. Sixes and sevens are
close enough to 'Nursery' to
feel the vividness of it:-
'What's the Matter?'
T had to sit on the naughty
chair.'
He's a master at the extended
word play which links
breakfast table banter,
playground lore and literacy.
Read together 'Bathroom
Fiddler', and tell me which
contemporary child won't
warm to:-
'Oh video Oh video
The video the diddy oh'
Blake's pictures are a part of
each poem: see what he does
with perspective to convey the
feel of the poem called
'Gone'. Lots of the poems
need action and gesture, so let
the children read them and
play with them. Then, they'll
write their own. CM

This Little Pig-a-Wig
Lenore and Erik
Blegvad, Pocket Puffin,
014 03.3106 9, £1.95
It's good to see this picture
book of some 22 verses in
Pocket Puffin as it should now,
I hope, reach a wider
audience. It comprises mainly
traditional material, each

poem being set within a frame
and embellished with delicate,
softly coloured illustrations.
Certainly a book to foster a
love of, and encourage the
collecting of, books of poetry.
Make sure you make it
available for your children if
these are your aims. JB

A Dashing Young
Tiger Named Jack
Elizabeth Buchan (ed),
Piccolo, 0330 29630 2,
£1.75
The Hippo Book of
Funny Verse
Beverley Mathias
(comp.), Hippo,
0590706772, £1.75
Words on Water
Puffin, 014 03.2398 8,
£2.95
Three widely different
collections of 'types' of poems:
two are selected for children
to read, enjoy and be amused
by; the third is written by the
children themselves. Elizabeth
Buchan's selection of limericks
for A Dashing Young Tiger
Named Jack is a
comprehensive introduction to
the silly, fantastic and amusing
world of the limerick or, as she
defines it, 'a lovely way of
being clever and very silly at
one and the same time'. The
collection contains samples of
the best of writing in this
genre, illustrating that no
theme or subject is sacred.
Space for one example only, a
'subtle' debunking of history
from a narrowly nationalist
point of view: 'Said
Wellington, "what's the
location/ Of this battle I've for
the nation?"/They replied,

Rafe, son of early European
settlers, and Tawena, native
North American girl, are
swept from the village on an
ice floe. Her knowledge of the
wilderness can save their lives,
except that they meet Indian
women who will kill her and
enslave him. His ignorance,
which would kill him, slows
down his captors so that
Tawena can follow, weakened
by a self-inflicted wound
which bluffs the women into
returning Rafe to his home.
Only her cultural knowledge
makes this possible. The floe
drifts, Rafe's knowledge
grows, but his people stride
determinedly away from
respecting or learning from
Indians. TD

The War Orphan
Rachel Anderson,
Swallow, 0 86267 185 X,
£2.25
Deeply-felt and complicated,
War Orphan has two voices,
Simon and Ha - a severely
traumatised Vietnamese boy
adopted by Simon's parents
who want to give him a new

"Waterloo."/ He said, "That'll
do,/ What a glorious name for
a station." '
The Hippo Book of Funny
Verse, compiled by Beverley
Mathias, is a mixed collection,
both in standard and in
novelty of content. Some very
old chestnuts appear, and
Anonymous makes rather a
lot of appearances (32 in all),
but there is also a generous
spread of genuinely funny
material. Much of the verse is
short with clear, pointed
punchlines, like Stephen
Scheding's 'Herbert Breeze'
who 'had three exploding
knees, One he kept as a spare,
The other two he wore
everywhere.' Shades of Spike
Milligan but, helped by Tony
Kenyon's cartoons, these are
the ones which 'come off best
in this selection.
Words on Water is a selection
of the poems entered for the
'Young Observer' National
Children's Poetry Competition
of 1986. The range and variety
of writing engendered around
the set theme, water, is
stunning in its breadth. One
sad point is that one would
have expected the panel of
distinguished judges not to
have overlooked the
antecedents of some of the
entries; for example, compare
'Until I saw the Sea' by Gary
Hancock (the first child's
poem in the book) with Lilian
Moore's poem of the same
title (from her book I Feel the
Same Way, 1967, and featured
in several anthologies). BB

life. The demands of caring for
him traumatise the family. Ha
is incontinent, inarticulate,
unable to feed himself,
sometimes violent. But he also
carries the story of his past life
which Simon knows must not
be denied. Somehow, Simon
intuits and realises for us the
story Ha cannot tell.
It's a story we must hear. The
book is 'based on true events,
though they did not necessarily
happen to one person'. It's a
very moving book, not just
through Ha's story but in
Simon's relationship with him.
I felt Anderson used a bit too
much material; Simon is
extraordinary and needs to be
for the story to happen but
perhaps his mother's past
belongs to another story. We
are referred to two non-fiction
books about resettlement and
relief work in Vietnam; I went
to another - Voices from the
Plain of Jars by survivors of
the secret US saturation
bombing of Laos, some of
them children. Sadly, out of
print, but readers should have
this kind of material alongside
the novel. TD

J îf ""£

Raspberries and Other
Trifles
Jeremy Nicholas,
Dragon, 0583 31058 3,
£1.75
An anarchic collection of pen
poem portraits by Jeremy
Nicholas, aided and abetted
by Jon Atlas Higham's
illustrations, which will appeal
to all 'discerning delinquents'.
This rogue's gallery of juvenile
terrors includes tributes to
Gavin Clinch, Quentin
Courtenay-Caradine, Dominic
Formal de Hyde, and Munroe
McFitt, in which their evil
little ways are ruthlessly
chronicled and eulogised. The
loathsome Gavin Clinch, 'of
all the children I have met, the
most undisciplined as yet',
finds it great fun to blow
raspberries around St Paul's
Whispering Gallery. 'A group
of nuns collapsed in shock' as
the Dean goes to capture the
young rogue 'suppressing
thoughts at every stride, of
imminent infanticide'.
Marvellous irreverent humour,
remarkably sustained in verse
form throughout, without
losing its point or sense of fun,
makes this a collection which
children will eagerly devour.

BB

Reviewers in this issue: Jill Bennett, Liz Waterland, Moira Small, Colin Mills, Nigel Spencer, Bob Jay, Bill Boyle, David Bennett, Val Randall and Terry Downie.
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0590705970^
GILBERT AND THE
BIRTH DAY CAKE
Jack Harvey & Ann Thwaite
£1.75
Pub Date: 13 November

Gilbert has the important task of
collecting his grandfather's
birthday cake but disaster strikes
when he leaves it on the train!

0 590 70736 1

V. -

THE MERRY CHRISTMAS
BOOK

Jill Bennett (compiler)
£2.25

Pub Date: 1 8 September

Cards to make, carols to sing,
pictures to colour and stories to

read plus lots, lots more!

0 590 70779 5

POSTMAN PAT AND THE
GREENDALE GHOST
John Cunliffe
£1.50
Pub Date: 16 October

Postman Pat and Ted Glen had
set off in the dark to the Old Mill
House when suddenly they heard
a noise

POSTMAN PAT AND THE
CHRISTMAS PUDDINGS
John Cunliffe
£1.50
Pub. Date: 1 6 October

Everyone made an extra
Christmas Pudding for Postman
Pat but what was he going to do
with them all?

0 590 70738 8

p( PICKLES
|ll Linda Yeatman
ill £i-50
HI Pub Date: 4 December

When Sarah is involved in an
accident it is Pickles who helps
her come to terms with her
disability.

HAPPY "
CHRISTMAS
CRACKERS!

Hippo Books
Scholastic Publications Ltd

10 Eariham Street
London WC2H9RX

Telephone 01-240 5753

0 590 70724 8

CASSIEBOWEN TAKES
WITCH LESSONS

Anna Grossnickle Hines
£1.75

Pub Date: 1 8 September

Cassie despaired when she
found out she had to partner

Saggy Aggy in her class project.
Agatha was so weird!

"An exciting, funny, marvellous novel"
William Horwood author of Duncton Wood

BRIAN JACQUES

The magnificent animal saga
in the classic tradition of
Watership Down

NOW IN PAPERBACK FROM BEAVER
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FROM FACT TO FICTION
Think of Macdonald. Do you think of
series? Starters, Surviving Peoples, just
look at Debates, People Then and Now,
etc. etc.? Reliable, innovative, non-
fiction for all ages. If that's your image
you'll need to revise it, for this summer
Macdonald tidied up its somewhat
uncoordinated publishing of picture
books and launched Macdonald Fiction
in a big way. The first ten titles
appeared in June and more are
scheduled for this month, October and
November. The list falls into two parts
- picture books and fiction for the
junior age range - and is an interesting
mix of new names (good to see
Macdonald taking a chance with first
novels and picture books), American
imports and British reissues. Best of all
there is simultaneous publication of
same-size hardbacks and paperbacks.

The Picture Books come in two sizes and
with 28 pages each. The launch list featured
two books by new artist, Rob Lewis.
Graduating from the illustration course at
Bristol Polytechnic, Rob took his portfolio
to Macdonald who snapped him up. If you
ask him who is his favourite illustrator, he'll
admit with a smile that it's John
Burningham. And it's not hard to see why;
their styles are remarkably similar.
Influence? Homage? Rip-off? Well, Rob
says when he first encountered Burningham
it was a case of 'Wow - here's somebody
who works like me!' Whatever, Rob Lewis is
marvellous with colour and Hello Mr
Scarecrow, a simple text which tells the
month by month, year-round story of a
scarecrow, exactly catches the tones and
shades of the different seasons.

Using similar techniques Tracey Lewis
(Rob's wife) has a book that is exactly right
for infant classrooms now. Where Do All the
Birds Go? glows with autumn colours and
the simple question and answer text tells of
squirrels, tortoises, horses, etc. in language
that nicely balances fact and feeling.

Rob Lewis's other book, The Great Granny
Robbery, is in the larger format and with a
longer text -just right for the infant/junior
bridge. It's an anti-ageist tale of how an
army of granny guerillas rescue their fellow
grans who have been kidnapped by evil Len
the Laugher and are being forced to knit
woolly socks and jumpers.

Also worth looking out for are Eileen
Browne's Up the Tree which features young
tracksuit and trainer clad Tracey (who loves
to climb) and her spectacle-wearing, jean
and teeshirted (I ran the world) mum who is
busy with a hammer in their towerblock flat.
And two longer texts which play off
conventional expectations: The Garden
Dragon and the Lovely Lily, by Nigel Gray
and Yann Ic Goaec, takes the Chinese
Whispers joke and puts it into a story that
subverts the fairy tale in a way that is
threatening to become traditional. This time
the woodcutter's son passes up the princess
because he's got a girlfriend of his own; the
princess takes up Kung-fu so she can fight
her own battles. Gordon the Ghost and
Sarah Jane, by Linda Dearsley and Margaret
Chamberlain, has Sarah Jane who is
obsessive about being clean and tidy (Mum
is a messy artist, Dad is a messy car mender)
efficiently cleaning up a ghost and a haunted
house. Margaret Chamberlain's pictures
have lots of zest.

The Junior Fiction gets three cheers for
paperback design and production. Good
sized with solid spines that don't fall apart
and a generous typeface that looks clear and
inviting on paper that is much nearer white
than the yellowy-brown which seems to be
becoming the norm for paperbacks. Of the
first titles the two American imports are real
finds. Charlotte Cheetham, Master of
Disaster is very much in the Beverly Cleary
mould: family, school and friendship
provide a background for the tribulations of
imaginative Charlotte who has a tendency to
enliven the everyday with tall tales which
just slip out.

Andrea, the central character of Mail Order
Wings, is another welcome new
acquaintance. Yes, she finds she can fly, but
- half fascinated, half frightened - she
discovers she is changing into a bird. For
slightly older junior readers or listeners this
is an absorbing (and with a nod to Kafka)
unusual story. Beatrice Gormley, whose
first book this is, found that she had grown
fond of her characters, so Andrea, mother,
father, big brother Jim and Aunt Bets are
back in Focus Pocus in which short-sighted
Andrea gets some rather extraordinary
glasses.

On the reprint front is the four-book (so far)
ballet saga of dreary Drina. First published
in the late fifties these are paperbacked from
the John Goodchild reissue and, in spite of
the wooden writing which tells you
everything and shows you nothing, these will
probably be devoured by young would-be
Drinas. Much more exciting is the prospect
of having the whole sequence of Barbara
Willard's 'Mantlemass' novels in this
attractive format and at only £2.50 each.

Now there's someone who can write and tell
an absorbing story. This saga of a family
across two centuries brings social history
vividly alive and as a bonus offers some
strong female characters. The first two titles,
The Lark and the Laurel and The Sprig of
Broom, are available this autumn. •

The Books
(Macdonald prefix 0 356)

Hello Mr Scarecrow, 11798 7, £3.50 hbk;
117995,£1.95pbk

Where Do AH the Birds Go?, 11977 7,
£3.50 hbk; 11978 5, £1.95 pbk

The Great Granny Robbery, 11847 9,
£4.95 hbk; 11848 7, £2.50 pbk

Up the Tree, 11789 8, £3.50 hbk; 11790 1,
£1.95 pbk
The Garden Dragon and the Lovely Lily,
11787 1, £4.95 hbk; 11788 X, £2.50 pbk

Gordon the Ghost and Sarah Jane, 11785 5,
£4.95 hbk; 117863, £2.50 pbk

Charlotte Cheetham, 11981 5, £5.95 hbk;
11982 3, £1.95 pbk
Mail Order Wings, 11979 3, £5.95 hbk;
119807, £1.95 pbk

Focus Pocus, 13186 6, £5.95 hbk; 13187 4,
£1.95 pbk
The Lark and the Laurel, 13168 8, £6.95 hbk;
13169 6, £2.50 pbk

The Sprig of Broom, 13170 X, £6.95 hbk;
13171 8, £2.50 pbk
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May we recommend...

Question: What do you get if you cross
a horse with a skunk?

Answer. Winnie the Pooh!

Just a sample from Paula Danziger's
repertoire of jokes of varying degrees
of awfulness and a clue to her instant
rapport with the hundreds of youngsters
she met on a gruelling 14 day tour of
the U.K. recently. Catching up with
her in Edinburgh, I was left with the
impression of having met a human
dynamo, a woman with an
extraordinary capacity for work, a
thoroughly professional performer and
a person with a permanent supply of
jokes and packets of sweets!

Highly popular in the States for many years,
she's recently hit the market here.
Heinemann have published six of her novels
in hardback written between 1974 and 1985
but, with the arrival of four titles in Piccolo
paperback, she looks set to reach a much
wider audience.

Perhaps unfairly hailed as 'the new Judy
Blume', the writers are, oddly enough,
contemporaries from the same American
town. In fact, Paula Danziger tells the story
of her father apologising to Judy Blume's
father for putting his daughter's books in
front of hers in their local bookstore. 'Don't
worry,' said Mr Blume, 'I was right behind
you putting Judy's back again!'

The Danziger titles are the more humorous
of the two writers, with a noticeably lighter
touch on the 'problem' elements. Paula
worked many of her own experiences into
her books, particularly referring to her
difficult childhood made lonely by ill health
and the inability to join in sports or the usual
all-American activities. Her dislike of her
father is a constant thread running through
several novels, in particular The Cat Ate My
Gymsuit, perhaps the most autobiographical
of all. 13-year-old Marcy is fat, with wire
framed glasses and mousy hair. School's
rotten, lunches are lousy and she's flat-
chested! As she admits . . . 'life is not easy. I
know I'm not poor. Nobody beats me. I
have clothes to wear, my own room, a
stereo, a TV and a push button phone.
Sometimes I feel guilty being so miserable,
but middle-class kids have problems too.'
But with the arrival of a controversial new
teacher Ms. Finney, life takes on a new
meaning and Marcy finds a new role as
protest leader when Ms. Finney is
suspended for refusing to pledge allegiance
to the American flag each morning. The
same characters re-appear in Paula
Danziger's latest book There's A Bat in
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Bunk Five when Marcy is asked to help out
at a summer camp being organised by the
same Ms. Finney plus new husband. This is
perhaps the least accessible title for British
children unfamiliar with the American
summer camp system and I suspect that
some will be shocked by the bat hunting
episodes although this is explained away by
the publisher's note that bats are not a
protected species in the States where they
are suspected carriers of rabies.

Two other linked titles are The Divorce
Express and It's an Aardvark-eat-Turtle
World - both centring on 15-year-old
Phoebe and Rosie who take the bus each
weekend, along with other children to spend
weekends with the other halves of their
divorced parents. In the latter book,
Phoebe's mother and Rosie's father are
living together and life looks set to be happy
ever after, but divided loyalties and family
tensions create further problems which take
some sorting out. Both books deal
sympathetically with children caught in the
upheaval of divorce but far from being heavy
handed, manage to inject considerable
humour into the situation - 'The
transportation industry would be practically
bankrupt if it weren't for divorce. A
presidential candidate could run on the
platform that divorce is good for the
economy. Make it seem patriotic to have
kids, then split up. He or she'd probably win
- especially since kids don't vote.' Funny
and sharp at the same time.

Two books in particular had a firmly
anti-book teenager asking for more. The
Pistachio Prescription is the saga of Cassie, a
13-year-old, mousy brown beanpole with
asthma coping with parents who regularly
start up World War 3 in their kitchen; she
survives on pistachio nuts to prevent her '
becoming the only teenage bomb in
captivity'. Danziger's readers will quickly
realise her books often focus on two of the
seemingly most important aspects of a
teenager's life - looks and fitting in with
their contemporaries. Most of her characters
spend a considerable time giving vent to
their feelings on these subjects, like Cassie,
for instance - 'I just don't fit in with the rest
of my family. I'm sure I'm adopted, that I'm
a Martian they found in the backyard and
took in for the tax deduction. No one else in
the family looks like me. Two have curly red
hair and blue eyes, my mother and Andrew.
My father and Stephie have blond hair and
green eyes, I've got brown hair and brown
eyes. The only one I resemble is Mutant, my
brother's pet gerbil.'

The other hit (and my own favourite) was
Can You Sue Your Parents for Malpractice?,
a very funny chronicle of college life and
love sick Lauren who takes a law course to
discover whether she can sue her parents.
After all, she has to share her bedroom with
a messy younger sister, has a glamorous
older sister who gets everything she wants
and a father who grudgingly hands out her
meagre Saturday allowance as if it were a
million dollars.

Try the books on your over-twelves - they're
told in a racy, first-person narrative and if
the story line doesn't appear, there are
always the jokes. By the way, what's green
and hangs from trees? You really want to
know? . . . Giraffe snot! •

Paula Danziger's books are published
in hardback by Heinemann at £6.95
each in paperback by Piccolo at £1.75
each:

The Cat Ate My Gymsuit, 0 434 96577 4, hbk;
0330 29849 6 pbk

The Divorce Express, 0 434 96571 5 hbk;
0 330 29657 4 pbk

The Pistachio Prescription, 0 434 96576 6
hbk; 0 330 30018 0 pbk

Can You Sue Your Parents for Malpractice?,
0 434 96570 7 hbk; 0 330 30019 9 pbk

It's an Ardvaark-eat-Turtle World,
0 434 93414 3 hbk

There's a Bat in Bunk Five, 0 434 93413 5 hbk

This Place Has No Atmosphere, 0 434 93415 1
hbk (Autumn 87)
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YOUNG NATIONAL TRUST THEATRE VIDEO BRINGS HISTORY ALIVE
The Young National Trust Theatre is a professional theatre-in-education company which aims to
involve children directly to help them learn about the past. The actors, who are usually also trained
teachers, take the principal roles, but the audience of schoolchildren (aged 9-16) take part in the
drama. In this way they learn about life and behaviour in past centuries, including music, dance,
language and etiquette. Detailed notes are sent to every school taking part so that preparations
may be made for the performance.
The video 'HISTORY ALIVE' (25 minutes) shows schoolchildren re-enacting history with the
YNTT in sequences from a Royal Progress by Queen Elizabeth I, staged at Knowle (Sevenoaks),
Charlecote Park (Stratford-upon-Avon) and Montacute (Yeovil). All are historic National Trust
houses associated with the period.
Its particular aim is to bring the work of the YNTT to the attention of teachers of History, Drama
and English, and the growing number of educationalists who value theatre-in-education as a way of
bringing to life subjects which children tend to consider dull. It will also appeal to members of the
public interested in heritage and conservation.
Copies of the video 'HISTORY ALIVE' are available for a refundable £10 deposit from
Sandra Sheppard (administrator of YNTT) 8 Church Street, Lacock, nr Chippenham, Wiltshire
(Tel: 0249 73569).

The video was made for the National Trust by Kadek Vision, directed by Avril Lethbridge and
Mike Bennett, produced by Paul Rutherford. As well as the Royal Progress sequences the video
includes John Hodgson, the Trust's education adviser, discussing the work of the YNTT
with its administrator, Sandra Sheppard, artistic director Andrew Dickson, and researcher
Adrian Tinniswood.

In addition to the above, Lloyds Bank has also sponsored other schools videos - a series of three
Shakespearean workshops dealing with the Tragedies, Comedies and Roman Tragedies, and a
video made for Ballet Rambert for use by students of CSE, '0' and 'A level dance.
Further information from: Sponsorship Section, CCD, Lloyds Bank Pic, 152/156 Upper Thames Street, London EC4R 3UJ.
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Heritage in Danger

In 1944 lona and Peter Opie were working on a study of the history of
the rhymes of childhood. One consequence of this was The Oxford
Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes (published in 1951); another was the
creation of a collection of children's books and periodicals: nursery
rhymes, poetry, folk and fairy stories, toy books, comics - in fact
material illustrative of the whole range of books that children have
been given for amusement and instruction from the seventeenth
century to present times. Their first book, bought in 1944, was a
16-page chapbook collection of rhymes, The Cheerful Warbler - the
start of a working collection from which the Opies produced their fas-
cinating and definitive studies of the lore of childhood.

The Opie collection of over 17,000 items - the finest in the world in
private hands - is now in danger of being broken up or exported.
Professionally valued at £1 million, it would probably realise much
more on the open market. The Friends of the Bodleian Library in
Oxford would like to acquire the collection for the University, ensur-
ing that it remains intact in this country, to be used by future scholars

and researchers, and have inaugurated the Opie Appeal. Mrs Opie
will, very generously, give £500,000 provided the Appeal can raise an
equal amount.

In recent years much of our literary heritage has been sold abroad; it
would be a great loss if such marvellous evidence of three hundred
years of childhood were to be dispersed into private collections or
into distant academic libraries.

The eighteenth-century books are perhaps the finest anywhere, but
this is only a fraction of the whole, some 800 of the 12,000 bound
items, together with about 1100 chapbpoks, battledores, and card-
covered toy books, and some 4000 comics, children's magazines and
penny dreadfuls in their original parts. There are volumes of
seventeenth-century advice to the young, but also copies of the Eagle
and a paper for young Communists; there are first and early editions
of classics like the Alices and The Wind in the Willows (the Opies'
copy is the one that Kenneth Grahame inscribed for his son Alistair)
and the works of Beatrix Potter, but also Enid Blyton and Biggies.
There is a substantial section of books on children's games, and
books for amusement like drawing and painting books, movables,
paper dolls, and rag books. There are some spectacular nineteenth-
century German books, post-Revolutionary Russian picture books,
and splendid English twentieth-century picture books. All this goes
with a superb collection of reference books, and, most important, the
notes that Peter Opie made on the individual items.

If you would like to contribute to the Opie Appeal, please contact the
Friends of the Bodleian Opie Appeal, The Bodleian Library, Oxford
OX1 3BG.

AWARDS
Best Books for Babies
This year's award, given by
Parents magazine, goes to Jill
Murphy for Five Minutes'
Peace (Walker Books,
07445 04910, £5.95). A
shortlist of ten books was
drawn up by Libby Purves,
Julia Eccleshare and Tony
Bradman (of Parents
magazine); but the final
judging was done by ten
families selected from
volunteer readers of the
magazine.
The Riley family from
Liverpool reported:
'This book could have been
tailor-made for us. It has been
read again and again and we
have all laughed put loud at it.
After much agonising we all
agreed on this as our first
choice simply because it gave
us so much pleasure and it is
so simply written and well
illustrated it is difficult to find
fault with.'

The Snow Spider wins
again
The Tir na n-Og Awards are
presented annually by the
Welsh Arts Council and the
Welsh Joint Education
Committee for writing for
children and young people.
Two awards go to books in
Welsh and this year the prize
for fiction goes to Jabas by
Penri Jones, a novel for
teenage readers (Gwasg
Dwyfor). The other prize is
awarded to Alun Jones and J.
Timon Jones, co-editors of
Garold o Gerddi, an anthology
of poetry in the strict metre,
illustrated by Brett Brcckon,
Jan Nesbitt and Susanne
Chapman (Gomer Press).

The 'English Award' for the
best book with an authentic
Welsh background goes to The
Snow Spider (Methuen),
Jenny Nimmo's novel for
young readers which has
already won the Smarties
Prize.

The Children's Book
Award
This year the Federation of
Children's Book Groups'
search for the children's 'best'
ended at Janet and Allan
Ahlberg's The Jolly Postman
(Heinemanri). The prize - a
specially commissioned leather
binding holding responses
from some of the thousands of
young 'reviewers' who loved
this book - will be presented
at a literary tea party at the
London Hilton planned to
coincide with the start of
Children's Book Week on 3rd
October.

Hans Andersen Award
The British Section of IBBY
has chosen its nominees for
the 1988 Hans Christian
Andersen Award, the
prestigious international award
for a body of work for
children. The author
nomination goes to Peter
Dickinson; the illustrator is
Michael Foreman.

BOOK LIST
Bridging the Gap
085353 412 8, £1.50 (£1.00 to
Friends of Book Trust and
educational establishments)
95 titles selected and
interestingly annotated by
Keith Barker. The aim of the
list is to highlight books which
'bridge the unnecessary gap
between teenage and adult
reading.' Throughout the list
are sprinkled comments from
some of the pupils from three
schools who 'road tested' the
selection.
From: Book Trust, Book
House, 45 East Hill, London
SW18 2QZ.
The selection is also available
as an exhibition.

Paperback Too
Readers will like to know that
Rosemary Stones' Two Close
Encounters and What to Do
About Them which we
reviewed enthusiastically in
July is also available in
paperback from Magnet

What are these children up to?
Testing books for strength and durability as part of selecting the top 20 titles
for the BMC's Books for Sharing campaign launched in August. The focus
for the campaign was 5 to 8 year olds and their parents.

Patrick Hardy
It is with great regret that we report the death of Patrick Hardy in
July. He was one of the great editors whose talent and integrity have
so significantly influenced children's book publishing in this country
and brought us some of the best books in the world. An editor at
Constable Young Books in the mid-sixties, he went on to create the
Kestrel list for Penguin and to become Publisher for the Children's
Book Division. What he loved best was books and in 1982, in his own
words, 'I came to the point in my life of asking myself whether I
wanted to get more and more involved in administration or to do
more work with authors.' As a result he left Penguin and eventually
started his own imprint, Patrick Hardy Books, where he encouraged
new writers and artists like Jenny Koralek, Bert Kitchen and Richard
Edwards; nudged and nurtured established names like John
Lawrence, Rosemary Manning, Catherine Storr and John Gordon;
and introduced us to unknown delights like Garth Williams' The
Chicken Book published in the USA in 1946 and never before
available here. He will be much missed. Patrick Hardy's list is now
incorporated with The Lutterworth Press. •


